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The Career Information System Guide is deSi ed tiithelp students, teachers, and counselors
in The use' 'of the other Career Information Syste materials.* Students' can also3use the ba.sic
referellicn Materials' contained,in the. guide as:a textbook in conjunction, with :the Individualizedl
Activities:for Career Exploration .(IACE) booklet The guide, is divided into, the following
sections-

Todring ithe Career Informition System

Worker Trait Group.Digest

Tiffs section contains brief descriptions of the 12 Career Areas and 66 Worker Trait Groups
upon , which the entire Career Information System is ba

.

s section contains both general. and' detailed information on the use of the Career
ation Sys, materials availabl) in your school for career exploratiqn.

6. I

Work Activity Descn

3

3"

All 'the 0:mks ,performed 'by .workers in any occipation can be. grouped into ten. basic ,types
of work activities. This section contains .descriptions of the ten basic types of Work activities.

Work Activity Worker Trait Group Index

Thii index contains a listing of the. Worker Tiait GroupS related toN,each type of .:work
activity. :The index can be used to identify Worker Trait *Groups related to work activity,
preferences for further .exploration.

Work Situation Descriptions a

0

_z
The work involved in any oacupation takes plade siffider 'certain situations. These situations-,

place demands on the workers. Workers must adapt to the dema,nds of the work situation if
they are to perform the work well. The work situations can be grouped into ten basic tkpes. This
section contains descriptions of the ten basit types. of work situations.

. , f . ,
1

*Developed Incby . Appalachia Educational Laboratory, In and published by. McKnight Publishing
Company.
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Work Situation Worker Trait Group Index

This ndex contains a listing of the Worker Trait
ation. Th iiidex can be used to identify Worker Trait
ends for ufther eploration. .

School Subjects

to each types of work situ- ,
d to work situation prefer-

.

Two Career Information System materials, the School Subject Worker Trait Group
Chart an the School Subjeet Occupation Index, are designed to help students identify occu-
pations fdir 'exploration through interests and abilities in school subjects. This section contains
instructions " on the use of these' materials and a redUced copy of the School Subject Worker-
Trait Group Chart, itself.

Aptitudes;

This section contains descriptiOns of the -ven different types of aptitudes defined by
the U.iS. 'Department of Labor. The clu olio g each aptitude. description can be used to
make aptitude self-estimates.

:1;t

.., .,

Aptitude Worker Trait Group Index
. i \

/ . '. I,

!Otis index contains a listing of tne ke3.raptitudes and levels of these aptitudes associated
wjith average Successful perforMance for each Worker Ttattproup. This index can be used to,
compare aptitude self-estimates with the 'key aptitudes and levels of these aptitudes neede
forleach Worker Trait GrOup.

4 S

Worker Trait Group KeysOrt D instructions

The Career Information System includes a Worker Trait Group liffsort Deck.. It is a
manual systein for 'locating occupational information on a multi-variable basis. Students can
use the Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck to identify Worker Trait Groups related to their
interests, abilities, work activity preferences, etc. This section contains instructions on the use
of the Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck.

,



Touring the Career nformation System

tiCareer. exploration and decision-matting should be based on information about yourself and
the orld of work. To obtain information about yourself, you should examine your interests,
abilities, and other personal traits, Information about the World of work is obtained through
career, information resources. The Career Information System (CIS) in your school contains
all types of organized career informatibn resources. These resources are organized to' help you
find information in two ways.

On the basis of what you know about yourself.
On the basis of what you know about occupations.

-,,The CIS is structured around 12 Career Areas and 66 Groups. The Career Areas are based
on people's preferences for certain types of work and leigure' activities. The Groups are occu
pational divisions within the Areas. These groups of occupations are based upon the skills and
personal traits needed by workers. These areas and groups' are also found in the Supplement to
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, published by the U. S. Department of Labor.

To learn how you. can use the CIS materials for career exploration, you can take a "Guided
Tour." Your role as a tourist Vis to learn how all the, CIS materials fit together and what they
contain.

The Tour contains both general and .detailed information about CIS materials. The general
information appears irr boxep. The detailed Information-follows each- box. As you tour the mate-
rials, stop at each box and read the general information. It describes what the CIS material is
and why it is used. Read the detailed information following each" -box after you complete Vthe
Tour. You may also want to read it when you are ready to use the CIS. Now get ready fof the
first stop on. the Tour, where you will view' the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.



. . STOP 1: Dictionary,of Occupational Titles (DOT)

..

The Dictionary of Occupational Titles, published by the J. S. Department of
-Labor, contains descriptions of thousands -of occupations. These descriptions are
,organized into, a structure called the Occupational Group Arrangement (OGA). The
OGA is another method of grouping occupations and should not be confused with the
66 Groups.

Each occupation in the DOT has been assigned a number to indicate the group to
Which it belongs. This number iS,la nine-digit code unique to each occupation. These

_nine-digit codes organize the occupational titles and descriptions in numerical sequence.
'W EXAMPLE

,

Occup*Imall'itie Occupational Code
ARCI-1141'EOT 001.061-010

To find an occupational.4dgiepPtion in the DOT, first use the Alphabetical Index
located in the 'back section the occupational title and note the nine-digit code.
This code is used to find th& page where the occupational description may be found.
Remember, this nine-digit code is a sequence number in the OGA listing.

The DOT is an important career information resource to u0 in exploring the
world of work. It is the only sourc where information can be fdund on all occupa-
tions. Although the descriptions are only paragraphs, they contain a lot of infor-
mation.

GO TO STOP 2 .

Po

How to Use the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)

In ;the DOT, occupational descriptions are organized b'y, the Occupational Group Arrange-
ment (OGA). Occupations are organized into the OGA on the basis of products or services pro-
vided or the processes and materials used. There are nine. Occupational Categories which have
the following code numbet7 and 'names: .

44 i

0
I%

V 4 .

} Professional, technical, and managerial occupations
1 /
2 Clerical and sales occupations
3 Service occupations
4 Farming, fishery, forestry, and related occupations
5 Processing occupations -

6' Machine trades occupations
7. Bench work occupkions
8 Structural work occupations
9 Miscellaneous occupations

The first three' digits' of the nine-digit DCDT code represent the OGA.

4



, .The first digit places :the occupation into an Occupational Category. The first. and second digit
place it into a Division within the Category. The first, second, and third digits .place it into
sub-division called a Group. .

As, an example, the Code for ARCHITECT is .001.961-010. The first digit b, places this
occupation n Category 0/1. This category includes professional, technical, and 'managerial
occupation's( in such fields as art, science, law, and business. relations. 1

When the second digit, 0, is combined with the first digit, 0, the occupation Waced in .'
.Division '00. This Division is called "Occupations in Engineering and Architecture." It includes
occupations concerned with the,practical use of the principles of architecture .and engineering.

When the third digit, 1; is combined with the first two digits, the Code' 001, places the
occupation. in the Group 001. This Group' is called "Architectural Occupations." It inchides
occupations' concerned :With the design and construction of buildings and other structures,,Or':
landscaping. ,t,t1 ": 'The DOT contains- descriptions of the Categories, DivisiOns, and. Groups as well as descrip-
tions of the thousands of occupations. The1011owing example shows the'' descriptions', arranged,
in 'the OGA sequence.

n

EXAMPLE

0/1 PROFESSIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS

This category includes 'occupations concerned witli the theoretical and practical
aspects of such fields of humaff endeavor as architecture; engineering; mathematics;
physical sciences; social sciences; medicine and health; education; museum; library and
archival sciences; law; theology; the arts; recreation; administration specialties; and
management. Also included are occupations in support of scientists, engineers, and other
specialized activities such as piloting -aircraft, operating radios, and directing the course
of ships. Most of these occupations requi:ie substantial educational, preparation, usually
at the university, college, junior college, -Or technical institute level.

'
CATEGORY 'DESCRIPTION - 00/01 OCCUPATIONS IN ENGINEERING

AND ARCHITECTURE
This division includes occupations concerned with the

practical' application of physical laws and principles of
engineering and/or architecture for the development and

DIVISION. DESCRIPTION utilization\ of machines, materials, instruments, stave-
tures, proOsseS, and services. Typical specializations are-
research, design, 'construction, testing, procureinent, pro-
duction, operations, and sales. Also includes preparation
of drawings specifications, and cost estimates, and par-
ticipation in verification tests.

ct6(Continued xt page)



001 ARCHITECTURAL OCCUPATIONS .

This group includes occupations eocorned with the
GROUP DESCRIPTIONpi. design and construction, of buildings and related struc-

tutes, or landscaping, and/or floating structures, accord-
ing to aesthetic Ad functional factors.
001.061-010 ARCHITECT (profess. & kin.)

Provides professional services in research; development, design, con-

,-
rIttruction, alteration, or repair of real property, such as private resi-
dences, office buildings, theaters, public buildings, or factories: Con-
sults with client to determine functional and spatial requirements and
prepares information regarding design, specifications, materials, equip-

OCCL.iPATiON DESCRIPTION ... ment, estimated costs, and building time. Plans layout of project and

NOTE: The code for
"Architect; Marine"
has the same first
eight-digits as
-Architect. The. last
'digit shows the
sequence in this case.

integrates engineering elements into unified design. Prepares scale and
full size. drawings and contraci'doeumenta for building contractors.
Furnishes :samPle recommendations and shop drawing reviews to
client.' Assists client liVobtaining bids and awarding costruction con-
tracts.' Supervises administration of construction cqrifradts and con-
ducts:- periodic onsite' observatian of work in progress..,'May prepare
operating and maintenance. manuals, studies,- and reports.

.

,001.061;014 ARCHITECT, MARINE (profess. & kin.) architect, naval;
naval designer.

Designs and oversees construction and repair of Marine craft and
floating structures, such as ships, barges, tugs, dredges,.. submarines,
torpedoes, floats, and buoys. Studies design proposals and -spedf
establish basic'characteristics of craft, such as
propulsion; armament, cargo, displa
compfements, and fresh l
testing of pro

-1.

ouN. 4..'°

In each . occupational description, you Will find a wealth of i nformation in condensed form.
Note-that three types of titles are used to identify an occupation. The Main or Base Title is

the primary title under which the occupational description is listed. Following this title are
Alternate Titles or names by which the":-occupation known in different parts of the .country.

At the end of the description are..UndefinedRelated Titles. These titles are a specialization of
thp occupatiOn. The type of specialization is usually described by, the title.
.

'
--, The following example .is a typical, occupational description marked to show its various

parts. .

Nine-digit
DOT Code

Main or Base-4'A,
Title

)
096.127-014 EXTENSION SERVICE SPECIALIST (gov. sera'' ., Alternate

Cooperative.extension advisor specialist. ,

instructs extension workers'and develops specialized service;
.

Title
in area of agriculture or home economies: Plans; develops, i organizes,
and evaluates training' programs in subjects, such as honle manage-
ment, horticulture, and consumer information. Prepares leaflets, pain-

.- Olets, and other material for use as training aids, Conducts 'classes to
train extension' workers in spectrilled fields and in teaching techniques,
Delivcis lectures'to,commercial and community organizations and over
radio and taleVision to promote development of agricultural or domestic.
skills. Analyzes research data and plans activities to coordinate services
with those offered by other departments: agencies, and organizations. Occupational
May be designated according to field or specialization as AGRICUL-. ,..

ed -,
.T.URAL-EXTENSION SPECIALIST (gov. sof.); HOME' ECONOMICS uescription

a - SPECIALIST (gov. lien)...

Industry
'Designation

Undefin
Relate
Titles

The DOT also contains an Alphabetical Index located in the back. .This index contains a

listing of occupational titles and their nine-digit codes. Base and' Undefined Related Titles are

.in large letters and Alternate Titles are in small letters..



.ALPHABETICAL INDEX EXAMPLE

1

Base or Undefihed Related Title

Alternate Title ABALONE DIVER (fish,) 443.664-010
able:bodledseasnan (water trans.) 911.064-010

'When you want the description for a, specific occupational title, turn to the Alphabetical
Index. Locate the title in the listing and make a note of the: nine-digit code. Use this code to
locate the occupational descriptiondRemember, the descriptions are in sequence by the nine-,
digit code, not by title.

.STOP 2: Supplement to the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles ,

The occupations of the DOT are organized in the Supplement .by Career Areas
and 66 Groups. Each Career Area has been.,litled and identified by a twO-digit code,
01 to 12. A brief statement describes the type of interest, the Career Area represents.
Within each Career Area, occupation's are organized into Groups. Each Group has
been titled and identified by a four-digit Code. A. description of the t;roup and a listing
of the occupations it: contains folloW the Group title and code. ,These 66 Groups, are
further divided into Subgroups. The Subgroups organize related.; Occupations more
specifically.

. .

EXAMPLE
Area- Code . s- 01. ARTISTIC
('2 digitsj

'Group Code 61.01 Literary Arts
(4 digits).
SubgrodP Code 01.01-01 Editing
.(6 digits) . 01.01-02 Creative Writing

01.Q1-03 CritiCism
To identify a Group for an occupatiori; use the Alphabetical Index at the back of

'the SuPPlement, Locate the title, and note the. ix -digit Career, Area./ Group/SUbgroup
,Code.

EXAMPLE
CHEMICAL RESEARCH ENGINEER 008.061-22 (prof & kind) 05.01.01. Use this

code to locate the page where the Group description- Can be found. The Carecer Areas
and Groups are in numerical sequence. At the end Of each Grobp de§cription is a coni-.
plete list' of occupations listed by ,Subgroup.

You can relate your interests and abilities to the Career Areas and Groups to
explOre a nurkber of similar occupations at one time" TI* main use of the Supplement
in the CISi is to obtain a full listing of occupations for each Group:,

,

GO TO STOP 3

How to Use the Supplement to the Dictidniry of Occupational Titles (DOD

The Supplement to the DOT has been designedvto aid'You in ,occupational
ing to education, training; and job placement. To help you relate your interests and abilities
to occupations, the Department of Labor has identified 12-.Career,Areas, Each of the12 Career
Areas has been titled and identified , by a. tWO.digit nurnber, ranging from 01 to 12.

12



CAREER AREAS

Area ;Code Area Title . Area Code Area Title
01 ARTISTIC 07 BUSINESS DETAIL
'02 SCIENTIFIC 08 PERSUASIVE
03 NATURE 09 ACCOMMODATING
04 AUTHORITY' 10 . HUMANITARIAN
05 MECHANICAL 11 SOCIAL-BUSINESS
06. INDUSTRIAL 12 PHYSICAL PERFORMING

The' common interests people haye in occupations are used to define each Career Area. For
example, Career Area 01 is defined in the following way,: "This is an interest in creative ,
expression of feelings or ideas."

-The 12 Career 'Areas contain 66 Groups. Within each Career Area, similar occupations
are organized into'Groups. The GrOups are generally arranged within each Caregr Area froth
the highest to thejowest level of aptitudes and skills. Each Group, has been titled and identified:
by a four-digit number. Of these four digits, the first two represe,nt the Career Area Code: The
second two digits, represent the pOpition of a Group within an Area All four digits make up
the Group Code, as shown in the following example of the first Career. Area.

GROUP CODES

AREA CODE AREA TITLE

L01 ARTISTIC -4-1
01.01 Literary Arts
01.02 Visual Arts
01.03 Performing Arts: Drama
01.04 Performing Arts: Music GROUP TITLES
01.05 Performing Arts: Dance
01.06 Technical Arts
01.07 Amusement
01.08 Modeling

Each of the Gt'oup 'descriptions contains a summary of the occupations' common elements.
The summary describes the work performed, clues for relating people to the occupations, sug-
gested training and methods of entry, and other factors to consider.

These 66 Groups are further divided in Subgroups. The Subgroups help you identify impor-
tant relationships ambng the occupations in the Group. In most cases, similar work performed
is the bash -for- the subgrouping. Each Subgroup is identified by a title and six-digit number.
The first four digits represent the Area and Group Codes, while the last two digits represent
the position of the Subgroup within the Group. All six digits make up the Subgroup Code.

EXAMPLE

Area Code
(2 digits)
Group Code
(4 digits)
Subgroup Code
(6digits)

01,

01.01

01.01-01
01,01-02
01.01.03

A complete list of occupations follows each Group
list are 'divided into various Subgroups.'

Titles
ARTISTIC

Literary Arts

Editing
Creative Writing
Criticism

description. The occupations within the



al

Subgroup
Number Subgroup Title Group Number

04.01
Group Title

Ocen tions in Safety and Law Enforeerkent
04.01.01 Jobs

Occupational 169.167-022Code-. 188.117-118
188.167-062

.372.137-010
372.167-014
372.167-013

' 373.117-010
'm 373.134 -010

373.167-010
373.167-014
373.167-018
376.137-010
376.167-010
377.117-010

'377.137 -010

377.137-014

377.137-018
377.167-010

In Mani:wing & Instructing,,. .'
Fire Assistant (gov. ser.)
Police Commissioner I- (gov. ser.)._____
Park Superintendent (gov. ser.)

', .' Industrial. .

, ',DesignationCorrection Officer, }lead 5gov. ser,)
Guard, Chief (any ind-)
Jajler, Chief (gov. ser.)
Fire Chief (gov. Fier.)
Fire Captain'(gov. ser.) r r
Battalion Chief (gov.-ser.)
Captain; Fire-Prevention Bureau (goy. ser.).
Fire Maorshal (any incl.)
Manager, In,ternal Security (bus, ser;)
Spedal Agent-in-Charge (r.r._ tram-)
Sheriff, Deputy, Chief (gov. ser.)
Deputy Sheriff, Commander,

(gov. ser.) ,

peputy Sheriff, Commander, Criminal and
Patrol Division (gov. ser.)

'Deputy, Court '(gov. ser.)
DeputPSheriff, Chief (gpv. ser.)

04.01.02 Jobs in Investigating
168.167 -blO. Customs,Patrol Officer, (goy. ser.)

""

:It If you want to -find the GroUp to Which a specific' kcCupatiori belongs, use the ,Alphabetical
I dex at the back of the Supplement, This index gives the Career AitaiGroup/Subgroup Code
as well as the Occupational Code. The key in-the following example explains the title differences.

INDEX EXAMPLE
CHEMICAL RESEARCH ENGINEER 008.061-022 (prof & kin) 05.01.01
CHEMICAL - STRENGTH TESTER 582.587-010 (textile) 06.03.02
CHEMICAL - TEST ENGINEER 008.061-026 }(prof & kin) 05.01.04
chemical weigher (DYE WEIGHER 550.684414) 06.04.11
CHEMIST 022.061-010 (prof & kin) 02.01.01
chemist, Analytical (CHEMIST 022.061-010) 02,01:01

.4 chemist, biological (BIOCHEMIST 041.061-026) 02.02.03
`Chemist, Clinical (BIOCHEMIST 041.061-026) 02.02.03

1st, Enzymes (BIOCHEMIST 041.061-026) 02.02.03
D 022.061-014 (prof & kin) 02.02.04

(CHEMIST, 022.061-010), 02.01.01
022.061-010) k 02e01.01

m 041.061-026)1)2.02.03

, -

KEY
Main or Rase Title:

all capital letters,
Undefined Related

Titles: beginning 'capital
letters with Main Title
and Code in' parentheses.

Alternate Titles: all
rower case letters with
Main Title and Code in
parentheses,

Note: Main Titles are
the'cones used in CIS
materials to locate
infoimatIon.



STOP 3: 'Alphabetical Card File

The Alphabetical Card File contains an alphabetical listing of all of the occupa-
tional titles in the CIS. It works like the card catalog in your school library. It gives .

you codes under which you can locate information about occupations. These codes
represent the Career Areas an Groups in .the Supplement of the DOT. However, the
Groups will be called Worker Trait Groups, (WTG) when used in the CIS materials.
These Worker Trait Groups are more fully explained in STOP 7.

The Alphabetical Card File can be used to .locate a specific occupational title,
the Career Area WTG number, as well as resources in the .CIS containing informa7
tion about the occupation.

GO' TO 'STOP .4

How to Use the. Alphabetical Card File

The Alphabetical Card File is easy to use. Just look up the title .of an occupation you want
to explore. The following illustration shows what. a. card looks like.

Mn+e, p. 05. 0-111
AREA-WTG# .

DOT MAIN TITLE

DOT CODE: I CI 7. /33- 02.2 ALTERNATE FILE CODE:

WTG FILE 00H: v EOC-

SUPPLEMENTARY CODES:

REFERENCES:

EXPERIENCE RESOURCES.

The job title in the uppe/left hand corner a the card is the Main Title used in the DOT.
In the upper right-hand 'corner of the card is the Area - WTG number. All information is the
CIS about an occupational title can be found using this number. The nine-digit number entered'
after "DOT Code" distinguishes the occupation froth all other occupations'. It is. used to locate
the occupational 'description in the DOT. The space after "Alternate File Code" contains an .

102 15



A

enti. only when the filing system being used has been adapted to the Worker Trait -Group
structvre. The entry indicates where the information can be found in the adapted system.

Itthere are occupational briefs on file, there ,is' a checkmark after "WTG File." If there
is a reference fot the occupation in the Occupational , Outlook Handbook, there will be a
checkmark,after "OOH." EOC stands for "Encyclopedia of Careers." If there is information in
the EOC on the occupation, there will be a checkmark. The codes appearing after. "Supple-

-"Mtttary Cods" are used to find information in the Supplementary Section of the File Con-
tent. NoteboOk for audiovisuals and bound materials. '(They are explained more fully in
STOP 4.). -

If there is information on the occupation in resources other than the OOH and the EOC,
codes will be entered in the space after "References." Use these codes to find the references to
the _occupation in the Worker Trait Group Index to Occupational Information. (This index is
described in Stop 6) Codes entered in the space after "Experience Resources" identifyt tIie

-types of experiences 'available related to the occupation. If you know the type of experience the
code stands for and have an interest in it, you can schedule. the experience with the person
responsible. If you do 'not know what the code stands for, look up the definition on the Experi-
ence Resources dividerinthe Worker Trait Group Index to Occupational Information. You.apay
also wish to see what Ocperiences are avhilable for other occupations belonging to that W9-ifker
Trait Group. These are 'located behind the Experience Resources' divider in the Workei"Trait
-Group Index to Occupational Information.

Also in the Alphabetical Card File is another type of card. .Tins card cross-references
alternate or other titles to.,'the" Main DOT Title and correct Career.Area - WTG code. The fol-
lowing is,an example of thig card. .

Main

DOT Title

3.

Alternate 'Title
4

C1/4-C1(EIR

SEE. 011,1EF DRAFT-ER 0503

STOP 4; File Content Notebook

Career Area

WTG Code

The File Content Notebook ,dOntains. a list of the occupational titles filed in your
school's CIS. It is organized by ,,the 12 Career. Areas and 66 Worker Trait Groups.
The Notebook is used .to determinenhe titles of occupational briefs and pamphlets
that have been filed in the CIS. k

\GO TO STOP 5

S 5
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1 content. How to Us\. the_iFle n Notebook
1 iThe File Content Notebook works like a table of contents. It is an. outline of what the

CIS contains: It. is organized by' the Career Areas - Worker Trait Groups. The Notebook has a
divider for each of the 12 Career Areas an& 66 Worker Trait Groups. Behind each Area divider .

is 'a sheet of paper containing a list of omnibus materials. (These are briefs and Parrithleis
.

that contain information about more than. one occupation.) These materials are filed in the
Vertical File behind the appropriate Area divider: You .should check this list for uadditional

.

information on_the .Area-WTG you are.'explorhig. . . .

. Behind each Group divider, is a form whicW lists the occupational titles for which' there
is information in the 'CIS. Look at the following sample form,. then read the detailed explanation

. of each column: .

.Saiert-i-tf
DOT Area Title.

SAMPLE

Sccences

Vertical
File

Pieces

Alternate
File.

Code

Vi Worker Trait Group Title

SupPlementary,
Code

02).02
Area - WTG Number'

JOT Main Title-

Ah Ina..L. .Sc Len' Ls

DOT Code

00.061 -o14

Column 1: VERTICAL FILE PIECES. In this column, a tally (44tt) is 'kept of the number of
briefs that are filed rin the Worker Trait Group Vertical File for each title. (The Vertical File
is explained in STOP 5.) The 'tally shows you exactly how many pieces of information to look
for in the file.
Column 2: ALTERNATE FILE CODE. This column contains information vvhen occupational
materials have not been filed by Worker Trait Groups in the Vertical File,.. but are organized
into a different filing system. If another filing system is being used al your'Sc'hool, your teacher
or counselor will explain it to you.
Column 3: SUPPLEMENTARY CODE. Supplementary todes are used to indicate the presence
of information,not filed in the Vertical File. When this code appears in the column, you should
turn to the Supplemental Section in the back of the File Content Notebook. There you will find
the title cif the material and it s location. These resources- may be audiovisual or bound materials
which are stored in cabinefsfor on shelves. The, supplem'entary codes are abbreviations of the
type of it stored,

CODE EXAMPLE

Audiovisual Material

Av 1, Av 2, Av 3

112 Z.Identifying Number 1

4.



i/You can find 'a full : list a these abbrOaqons on the .divider for the Supplementary Section
r i

of the. File "tontelit.:Ntotebook.

Column. 4: DOT MAIN'. JOB TITLE. This column' is used to list the main job title as it is
,found in the DOT. Alternate and.Viidefined Related Titles are not listed. The entries on this
form are not in alphabetical order ,or,anyi,particular 'sequence. As a new piece of information
is added to the file, the titletis listed or a tally mark is .'made. You should scan this column to
see what titles are contained in the CIS.
Column 5: DOT CODEhe code for each title consists' of nine digits as explained in STOP 1./
This code is used to lOcate?the occupational description' in the DOT.

Supplemental Section of the File Content. NotebOok has two Divisions: one Ibr audio-
visual materials and one for bound materials. The printed form in each Division contains/ a
list of the availabl udiovisual or bound materials related to the Area-Worker Trait Groups.
The purpose of thig se on is to help you locate these'rnaterials in the CIS. Major bound sources,
such as the Occupationa utlook Handbook and the Encyclopedia of Careers are in a separate
Index (see' STOP 6).

Look at the following exantple Of a form, then read the detailed explanation of each
column.

ti

S

EXAMPLE .

50'und C3d)
Division Title/Code

Supple entary
C e

.4r

Title of .Material
r

ti Location Area WTG Number(s)

ac! 1 Slcs You. Want 1---0 be a: Law er iShei f- 0 i

IL 04-
,.

1

p.
0., ...

... --.

---,; 7

. .1
L. s

-----'---'---------------
1 . .

-
Atthe top of the forth you-Will'find the title of the 'Ditoti and. its reviation.

., .. , ,..1

. Column 1: SUPPLEMENtARY CODE-The Supplementary. Code..:is .the abbreviation of the -
division title suchjas Bound and the.identifying`inthiber for the material, e.g, Bd 1, Bd 2, Bd 3
The totind resource would have the 'reference-nuniber on it and would be placed in Sequence
with the number. 4.;

,.;,.- v,
Column 2: TITLE OF MATERIAL.. This Column is, used to record the title of the audiovisual
or bound material available in the'CIS.--On?k, title of the material is listed..

3r-, *4 s

Column 3: LOCATION. This dolu used fa- indicate where the materials are stored, such
. as ,in a cabinet, on a reference -shelf; Ozinerthejibiary. 7 , '

Column 4: AREA - WTG LYMBE (S): numbers) for the occupation(s) described
. in the materials are recorddd Wcolurnii. Materials deAcribing various occupations Will have
more tharh one number -'record gerelf,.*-occupations belong to different Worker Trait Groups.

13



STOP 5: Vertical File

Briefs and pamphlets about a single ocagiation are stored behind the cdivider

of the Worker Trait Group' to which the occupation belongs. To locate information in

this File, use. the Area/Worker Trait Group number. Pamphlets about occupations
belonging to more than one group in the Area (omnibus materials) may be flied
behind the Area divider.

GO TO STOO 6

How to Use the Vertical File

The Vertical File contains 12 Career Area file dividers and 66 Worker Trait Group file
diViders. The purposes of the Vertical File is to store occupational briefs and pamphletsrabout
single occupations. These are placed behind theNNOrker Trait Group file diViders. The Worker
Trait Group dividers are in sequence by the Area - WTG number.. you should use the File Con-

tent Notebook before using the Vertical File. Look at the listing of occupations contained in

the file. For any occupation pn which you want informatibn, check the tally marks to see how

many pieces are in the file: Pamphlets about occupations belonging to more than one grbuP in

the Career Area (omnibus materials) may be filed behind the 0a.reer Area divider.

The following sample sho-iks how file dividers. would aPpear,in the Vertical.File.
(A, .

SAMPLE.

01.08 Performing Arts: Dance

01.0,k Performing Arts : 'Music

1
01.03 Performing Arts: Drama

01.02 Visual Arts

01.01 Literary Arts :

01 ARTISTIC I

STOP 6: Worker Trait Group Index to.Occupational Information

The Worker Trait Grojip Indx to Occupational Information' contains information

. on two types of resources. The first type is major occupational information resources

such as the Occupational Outlook Handbook (00H) and the Encyclopedia of Careers

(EOC). Occupational titles contained in these resources have been indexed' to Worker

Trait Groups.
The 'second type of resource is called Experience Resources. This is information

'about experiences that are available to you for learning about occupations. Examples

would be people employed in an occupation who ale willing to talk with you, part-time
work experiences where you could do related tasks or observe workers, or visits to
actual work sites. These resources are listed by *Worker Trait Groups. However, you
will need to schedule these experiences through the person responsible for the career

resources.
GO TO STOP 7

14 -19



Howt the Worker Trait Group,Index to Occupational Informationr \
This index contains several sections representing different occupational information re-

sources such as the Occupational Outlook Handbook (00H), the Encyclopedia of Careers
annhe Vital YI.nformation for Education and Work (VIEVVY. jn addition) it contains in..

.Experience Resources section. r"\
- Each resource section contains a listing of occupations by Worker Trait Group. The occu-

'pational titles are referenced to the appropriate resource publication page. The'purpose of this
index is to help you 'find additional information related to the Worker Trait Groups you are
exploring: To use this index, turn to the Area - WTG number, in one of the sections."There you
will find a listing of occupations; the DOT code, and the resource page number -

Look at. the following sample of an index page for the dpcupational Outlook Handbook
',(00H) sebtioh Then read the detailed explanation fold each column. .

.0)

..Area.ViTe

05

SAMPLE

Area, Worker Tralebroup Title'
DOT 'Title and 00H title.)

I1ANICAL

ENGINEERING
Aerbnautical' Engineer

OOH Title: Aerospace EnginEier
Architect

ode

002:01;014 329

Ob) :061. 4.110' 691

Column1. Area WTG. No these are the numbers identifying the. Career Area :arid the
Worker Trait Group These numbers are the same as those found in 'other. C18. materialS.
Column 2,. .

Area Worker. Trait GroUp Title when the word .;'NONE" appears in this column, it
' means that thejesource does not contain any occupations for this WTG.

'DOT Title ...the occupational title as listed, and defined in the JOT.
OOH Title the 'occupational title as used in- the' 00H.

Column 3. DOT Code. the nine-digit nUrnber used to classify and organize, DOT Plain titles.
Column 4. .00H Page the page number in the Occupatio4a1 Outlook Handbook on 'Which

.formation about the job title is found.
The index also contains an Experience Resources section. This section contains a listing

. of additional occupational information resources available to yoti. These resources -include
Workers, work. experience sites, and school clubs and activities. To use this listing, locate the
Experience Resources form behind the appropriate-seetion.divider: There are forms only
those Woiker Trait Groups for which experiences are available. This form contains(the occUPS.-.
tional_title, and experience code. This code is explained on the Experience Resources section.
divider.. Remember, to schedule these experiences, go through the person responsible . for.
career resources.

, .

STOP 7: Worker Trait Group Guide

This is the final stop on tlA tour. The Worker T
theSupplerhent to the ictioriar3 off,Occupational Titles
Trait Group Guide exp ds upon the information about
Worker Trait Groups. he guide has been
rials of the CIS such as checklists and eh
get information about the Career Areas
to the DOT should only be used to get
each group...

There are two major sections in
Worker Trait Group descriptions,

it Group. Guide is similar to
(DOT). However; the Worker

12...Career Areas and 66
esigned to be used with the access mate.
ts. Use the Worker Trait Group Guide to

d . Worker Trait Group. The SuPplement
full listing of the occupations belonging to

. .

s guide. In addition to the Career Area and
e guide contains appendices. The' appendices

expand upon the, information contained in. certain, sections of the. Worker-Trait Groups
such -as Work A'ctivities, Work Situations, and Aptitudes.

Z0
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How to Use the Worker Trait Group. Guide
.k..... :

.

......2 ,
This guide can be used for exploration or t4 gain a general understanding of the world

of work. The following descriptions and eXamples explain in detail each secti9n,contained in
.i.

the Worker Trait Group Guide. : i

, .

Carber Areas. The Career Area descriptions:4.1'e general. overviews of what the Worker Trait
Groups *Rhin each Career. Area have in common. The Career Area description first states the
type of interest Workers in occupations belonging to the career Area usually have Follow-
ing the interest statement is general information about the Career Area such as work per-
formed and job settings. description is identified by the two-d Careerigwit Carr ACt'ea code and
title:

,

.
c''''

r
Career Area Code

Career Area Title

Interest Statemen

CQesctiption ARTISTIC

This is an interest in creative expression of fpelings

or ideas.
You can satisfy this interest in several pf, the creative

or performing arts fields. You may enjoy literature. Perhaps
writing or editing would satisfy you You may prefer to
work in the performing arts. You could direct or perf
in drama, Tusic, or dance. You may enjoy the visual arts.
You could find 'a .job ris a critic in painting, sculpture, or
ceramics. You may want to use your hands to create or
decorate products. You may also prefer to model or develop

entertaining acts:

I`:...... 470,



Worker Trait Groups. rker Trait Group descriptions contain general information about
groups of simitar occuplitions. The descriptions can provide an overvie* to help you identify
groups of occupations to explore you can us the other CIS materials to obtain information
on specific occupations. , .

The following, Worker Trait 'Group description has been broken into sections to illustrate
the different kitids of infdrmation it contains.

01 01 WTG

Career Area code
A4istic)

Indicates position of Worktr Trait
Group within Career Area

. (First)

Literary arts include prose, poetry, and
drama. Workers in this group Write, edit,
analyze, or direct the production or publi-
cation of some type of literary art. Com-
panies which publish books, magazines
greeting cards, or newspapers employ
workers in this grdup. Jobs in the literary
arts are also found in the radio, television,
and motion, picture hrustries. Some
writers are self-employe and sell their
works to publishers.

ITERARy ARTS

Brief general description of th
Worker Trait Group's occupations
and work settings

c

4

General description of the work per-
formed by the workers in the group of
occupations

WORK PERFORMED

What would you do as a worker in this
group?

You would express your ideas through
creative writing or you would work with,
the writing of Others. You would perform
one or more of the following tasks.

Write short 'stories, poems, novels, or
plays.
Write copy for magazine, billboard,
radio or television advertising.
Write dialogue for radio or television
programs, or for motion pictures.

Specific description: each task usual-
ly Illustrates the work performed in a
different occupation .



A summary of the most
important (skills, abilities,'
and interests needed by
workers in the group to
peiform w8IL

WORKER REQUIREMENTS

What skits, abilities, and interests would help you succeed in this
kind of work?

To do this type of work, .you should have the ability to learn,
the skill to perform, and the interest in doing most of the follow-,
ing items. Not all items are important to every job.
) ID Express original ideas/ or interpret ,he ideas of others

. tr.
thiough writinft(
Analyze writings for .form, style, plot; and artistic value?
Know the rules of grammar and have a large .voca.bulahr.

Edit or critique the writing of others."
Create advertising copy that will attract readers, viewers,
or listeners.
Plan and direct the work of a staff.of Writers.

A list of questions to
help you decide If you
have or can develop the
skills, abilities, and in-
terests related to -the
group of occupationS.
Your personal. exper-
iences can help you
answer the questions.

18

CLUES .

Do you have or can you develop these skills, abilities, and
interests?

Your answers to the following questions will help you decide.

Have you writ-ten book reports? Do you enjoy reviewing the
writing of others?
Have you written an original story? Can you create char-
acters, and situations that interest and entertain others?

) Have you written poems? Do you enjoy reading or writing.
poetry?
Have you edited or written feature articles for 'a school
pap& or yearbook?
Have you played word games or solved crossword puzzles?

Do you have a large vocabulary?

oet



PREPARATION

How can yeu prepare fOr and enter this k ofind work?
Jobs in this field require extensive writing experience.'Working

for the school newspaper or yearbook can help you gain writing
experience. Writing assignments in English and journalism
courses can also ,help you gain it. Community colleges and uni-
versities offer prograins that help prepare for this work. Courses
in English and creative writing develop important skills, Courses
in art, music, or drama help critics in.these fields gain the needed
knowledge and background. Editing jobs require several years
of writing experience.

The training and ex-
perience worker's need
to enter- the occupations
in the group.

Self-employed writers often use literary agents to help them
find publishers. These. make sugge4iOns about -writing
topics and style. Publishers may hire free-Ili:tee writers to write

- about a certain subject. To be hired, writers should frequently
submit writing samples to magazines and other. publishers. Some
employers require samples of published Writings.

.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

What else should you know about these jobs?
1Vlost new workers in writing start with routine assi

such as proofreading. Few newcomers are employedas creative 44.

Additional information
you would need to con-
sider

writers.
^e:

QUALIFI TIONS PROFILE

The following information is ? summary of the traits and
qualification's related to the workers in this group. As yoti read
it, try to relate your own interests, abilities, aptitudes, and prefer-
ences to these worker traits. '24

How to use the Qualifica-
tions Profile section of
the Worker Trait Group
description

19



See Appendix. A of the Worker Trait'
Group Guide for detailed work activi-
ty descriptions

WORK ACTIVITIES

Workers generally prefer the following
types of work activities.
5. Activities resulting.in recognition or appreciation from

others.

6.- Activities involving)" the communication of ideas and

information.

8. Activities involving creative thinking.

\.

See Append5-13-of the Worker,Trait
Group Guide for detailed work situa-
tion descriptions

WORK SITUATIONS

Worker, are willing to adjust to the
following types of work situations.
3. Planning and directing an entire activity.

4. Dealing with people.

5. Influencing people's opinions, attitudes, and judg-

ments.

7.. Making decisions using personal judgment.

9. Interpreting and expressing feelings, ideas, or facts.:

See Appendix C of the Worker Trait
Group Guide for detailed Information
on worker functions

See Appendix 0 of the Worker Trait
Group Guide for detailed descrip-
thons of the physical dernands

WORKER FUNCTIONS.

These may be the most difficult func-
tions workers perform when dealing with
data, people, and things.

Low Avg. High

DATA - Synthesizing

-,_,PEOPLE F 0 0 - Speaking/Signaling
THINGS a - Handling

PHYSICAL DEMANDS

Workers must be able to perfo the
following types of physical activi
S Sedentary work.

5. `biking and/or heating.
6. Seeing.



WORKING CONDITIONS

Workers' need. to adjust to the following
physical surroundings and working con-C4
ditions.
I Inside.

See Ap4rIcirx, E of the
Group Guide for deta
tions of fh4.yiorking.co

orker), Trait
ci descrip-
itions :

APTITUDES

These levels of aptitudes (ability to
learn) are related to the average success-
ful performance of-workers in this. group..
Levelsare rated on a 5 to 1 scale.

Aptitudes

Low

Levels

to High

5 . 3 .2 1

General 2 1

V Verbal 2 1

.See Appendix r of the Worker Trait
Group Guidelor aptitude definitions

GENERAL EDUCATION,
DEVELOPMENT (GED

GED is the gerieral level of learning. and
reasoning acquired :through schools, ex-
perience, or self-direcied study. There are
six GED levels, ranging from the: most
complex (6) 1 to' the simplest (1).. The. ,fol-
lowing statement explains why 'these
workers need :the 'GED level 5.

Workers apply logical thinking to express ideas.through

creative writing. They collect or interpret information. They

may use theircreative ability to edit or guide.thework of

others. These Workers' deal with abstract concepts'Ssuch

as styles and syMbols. They also work with reference
'materials and typewriters,

V.

4
See Appendix. G bf the Workerjralt
Group Guide for: the GED Idierdefini-
tiOns

Specific description illustrating the
Worker Trait Group GED level

26 21



PREPARATION AND TRAINING

Workers usually gain the competencies
and credentials they need, to enter or ad-
vance to occupations in. this group through
formal education and.qaixiing-programs or
through work experience.

Entry and Advancement:Inform

/
tion .

E To enter some occupations workers only need *le
required competencies and credentials.

A To advance to some atupations workers not only

need the required competencies and .'credentials

but also related work. experience.

Related Formal Training Programs

Workers usually gain the competencies
and credentials they need to enter oCcu-

pations in this group in the following ways.
C College studiei in English, literature, or:compo-

sition.

T = Studies, in English at the community'collee level

NFT Some occupations in this group have no related.

formal education or training programs.

1'

22

Training Time

Occupations in this group may require
from 2 years up to and over 10 years.
(OP 7 8,6).

Related High School Level Courses

The following high school courses are
*helpful' in preparing for the occupations
in this group.

Important Courses

Courses required for entrance to post high schoo

formal programs.
14nguage Skills, Literature, Composition.

.

Helpful Courses

Music, *Drama.

This section describes the different
Ways: by which people can prepare for
the group!s occupations. See' Appen-
dix H for detailed information,

Th



OCCUPATIONS IN LITERARY ARTS

Copy Writer
Critic .
Editor; Book..
Editor, Film
Editor, Publications
Editorial Writer .

Plainviight
Producer
Writer;;Prose, Fiction and Nonfiction

DOT code

131.067-014
131.067-018
132.067-014
962.264-010
132.037-022
131.067-022
131.06T038
187.167-174
131.067-046'

Selected list of occupa-
bons belonging to the
Worker Trait Group. Ad-
.ditional information and.
a complete liSting of
these occupations may
be found in the Clic-

' tionary of Occupational
Titles (DOT and its. Sup-
plement. See Appendix I
of the Worker Trait
Group Guide for more in-
formation.

These numbers indicate
the specific worker func-
tions (data 1 people /
things) of .. the occupa-
tion. See'Appendix C of
the Worker. Trait Group
Guide for details.

V.

o. r.

Worker Trait Group Guide Appendices. The appendices contain detailed information concern-
ing. the factors in the Qualification Profile such as Aptitudes, Work Activities, and Work Situ-
ations. (In addition, one of the appendices explains how to use the Dictionary of Occupational
Titles.

a
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Worker Trait Group Digest

DL ARTISTIC

This is an interest in creative expression of feelings or ideas.
You can satisfy this interest in several of 'the creative or performing arts fields. You may

enjoy literature. Perhaps writing br editing would satisfy you You-May prefer to work in the
performing arts. You could direct or perform in drama, music, or dance. You-May enjoy the
visual arts, You could-And a job as a critic or creator in painting, sculpture, or ceramics. You
may want to use your hands to create or decorate products. You-may also prefer to model or
develop entertaining acts.

01.01 LITERARY ARTS

Literary arts include proie, poetry, and drama. Workers in this group write,
edit, analyze, or = direct the production or-.publication of some type of literary art.
Companies which *Wish kooks, magazines, greeting cards, or- newspapers' employ
workers in this grorup. Jobs the literary arts are also found in the radio, television,
and motion pictum industries. Sonie writers are self-employed and sell their work to
publishers.'

'01.02::.: VISUAL ARTS

'Visual arts' include draWing, yainting, . Sculpture, ceramics, photography, and
design. Advertising agencies, printing and publishing firms, art schools, and depart-
ment stares employ visual. Television and motion picture studios and Indus-
trial flitris also ,employ these workers. Some artists. are. self-employed. They may
teach or may -sell. their work, themselves or through an agent..

01.03 PERFORMING ARTS: DRAMA

brania, as Used here,:-inclucles plays, musicals, readings, p omimes; and similar
performances Tasks,.in this group include performing, teaching ,.-and directing. Radio. .

. . . ,

stations television arid motion picture;studios, and theaters,,employ workers in this
"group-Schools and colleges also employ some of these Workers.

'0104' ?.PERFORMING ARTS: MUSIC.

,ATuic, as used here, includes playing an instrument, singing, 'arranging, and
composing...Teaching and directing,' music.''groups are also included. Workers in this.
'group' can find i.jObs,.in theaters, television. and radio stations, concert halla,. or
wherever music is fierformed. Schools and colleges ; recording' studios, and musia
publishing companies also employ' these workers. .29



01.05 PE FORMING ARTS: DANCE

Dance, as used. here, includecoiripOsing; performing, or 'teaching rhythmic
body movements. Television and movie - studios, theaters; and night clubs employ
wOrkers in this group. Schools and colleges may also employ these workers.

O

01'.06 TECHNICAL ARTS

Technical arts includes graphics, handcrafts, and product decoration: Workers
in this 'group. use materials such as wood, stone, clay, metal, and gemstones. Indus-
tries such as printing and publishing, map making, taxidermy, and jewelry employ:
these workers. Companies making furniture or ceramic tiles also have jobs in this
group. Some ,workers are self-emplordand sell their own products.

01.07 AMUSEMENT

Amuse/tient, as used here, includes performing an : act to entertain people in a
setting such as a carnival. Workers attract people's attention by. Shouting,' gesturing,
or wearing a costume. Carnivals, street fairs, and amusement parkS often employ
these workers.

01.08 MODELING'

Modeling involves appearing before a camera or an audience with
assignment. Workers show how cjothes and jewelry' look when worn,
movie performers, and pose for artists. Stores, motion picture studios,
and photographers' studios employ these workers.

ti

02.: SCIENTIFIC

,no speaking
stand in for
and artists'

ThiS is an, interest in researching and collecting data about the natural world and applying
them to problems in medical, life, or physical science's.

You can satisfy this interest by working with the knowledge and processes involved in
the sciences. You may enjoy to research and develop new knowledge in mathematics. Perhaps
solving problems in the phYsical or life sciences would. Satisfy, you. You may prefer to study
medicine and help humans or animals: You could work as a practitioner in the health field.
You may want to work with scientific equipment and procedures. you Could seek a job' in
research or testing laboratories.

02.01 PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Physical sciences are ba.sed on mathematics, physics, and chemistry. Workers
in this group research, discover, and test. new theories. Some workers research new
or improved materials or processes for produCtion and construction. Other workers
research such fields as geology, astronomy, oceanography, and computer science. All
of the workers' -conclusions are based on data that can be measured or. proved.
Industries, government agencies, or large universities employ most of these workers
in their research facilities.

02.02. LIFE SCIENCES

Life sciences are the studies of plants and animals. Workers in this group con:,
duct, research and experiments to expand knowledge about living organisms... Workers
.may try to solve problems relVed to the effects of the environment -on. plant and
animal life. They may study causes of diseases and methods of control. 'Hospitals,
government agencies, industries, or universities usually emplOy these workers in their
research'facilities.



02.03' MEDICAL StIENCES

Medical sciences involve the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of human and
animal diseases, disorders, or injuries: Some workers in this group speCialize in treat-
ing specific kinds of illnessei or areas of the body. Doctors, dentists, veterinarians,
and other health,. workers usually work in hospitals or clinics. .

02.04 LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY

Laboratory technology involves using -special equipment to perform tests in
chemistrYt biology, or physics. Workers in this group record data obtained from
experiments and tests. They,. help scientists,0 researchers, and engineers in their
work.,1/41-lospitals, government agencies; universities, and private industries employ
theie workers in their research labs.

4s9..

t
03. NATURE

This is, an interest in actitities involving the-physical care of plants and animals, usually
in an outdoor setting.

You can satisfy this interest by working in farming, forestry, fishing, and related fields.
Yotemay like doing physical work outdoors, working on a farm. You may enjoy animals. Per-
haps training or taking care of animals would satisfy you. You may prefer to use your manage-
ment abilities. You could own, operate, or manageklarms or related businesses or sex-vices.

03.01" MANAGERIAL WORK: 'NATURE

Managerial work:. nature is the managing and directing of work in farming,
19gging, or forestry. It includes fish and animal breeding, landscaping, and ranching.
Some workers in this group own and operate their own farms or related businesses.
Private bwners, large, companies, and the government also employ workers in this
group. Managers often do physical work with the people' they direct. Job settings
include farms, ranches, landscape nurseries`,,fish hatcheries, and forests

;

. 03,02. GENERAL SUPERVISION. NATURE
1

General supervision: natuke is Overseeing' several kinds of work in farming, fish-,
ing, or forestry:- Workers in tlifs group usually work under a general manager. Job
settings include farins, ranches, landscape nurseries, fish 'hatcheries, forests; and fish-

,

ing boafs.

03.03 ANIMAL TRAINING AND CARE

Animal training and care include the feeding and taking, care of animals used
for various purposes. Animals are trained to entertain or be of service to people.
Many dogs, cats, birds, and fish are .raised and sold as pets. Wild animals, marine
animals, horses, and dogs are trained to perform or, to race. DOgs are trained to lead'
the blind or protect people and, property. Small animals are raised for medical
research. Animal shelters, zoos, circuses, and pet shops employ workers in this
group. Race tracks, medical labs, marine animal shows, and animal training schools
also employ these workeis.

Veterrnarians and jobs related to the caring of farm animals are not included in
this group.



03:04'1 ELEMENTAL. WORK: NATURE ,

Elemental .wbrk: nature involves the)use. of physical strength and energy to do
things With your hands. Work in,this''group of =jobs is usually done outside. These jobs
are found on .faims, fishing boats,. Or alfing4ishing waters. Workers in this group may.
also find jobs in forests, parka, ,garderis,- or nurseries:

.00 '04. AUTHORITY
, Q

This is, an interest in using authbrity to protect people and property.
You can Otisfy, interest..by',working-hvlaw enforcement, fire, fighting, and related

fields, You may enjoy mental challenge and Intrigue. You could investigate crimes or fires.
YOU may prefer to fight fires and 'respond to other .emergencies. You may want more routine
work. Perhaps a job in guarding (or patr011ing would satisfy you You may prefer to use your
management ability. You. could seek leadership positions in law, enforcement and the protective
services.

.

04.01 SAFETY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Safety and law enforcement is the enforcing of rules Concerning public welfare .

and, safety. Most jobs n this group are in governmeAservices. Police departments,
flre departments; and filar agencies employ many workers. B9sinesses offer a few
job openings. T ;

04.02 SECURITY SERVICES

Security services keep- people. and 'property safe from unlawful acts or from such
hazards as fires or accidents. Many jobs in 'this group' are found in government ser
vice. Hotels, stores, resorts; and industries .may hire workers 'in this group.

4%4

05. MECHANICAL

This is an interest In applying mechanical prinCiples to practical situations,. using. ma-
alines, hand tools, or techniques. .

You can satisfy this interest in a variety of work ranging from routine to complex pro-
fesional jobs. You., may enjoy working with -ideas about things. You could seek a job in engi-
neering or in a related technical field. You may prefer to deal directly with thirigs. You could
find a job in the crafts and trades, building,''making, or repairing things.,You may like to drive
or operate vehicles and special equipment. You may prefer routine or physical work in settings
other than factories. Perhaps -work in mining or construction would satisfy you.

.

05.01 ENGINEERING

Engineering is the use of science and mathematics to solve problems in construe-
.. tion, manufacturing, and other industries. Factories, construction companies, mines,

oil fields, and research labs employ worker's in this group.
3 0
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05.02 MANAGERIAL WORK: MECHANICAL

Managerial work: mechanical is the directing of technical operations in an indus-
try, utility, or government agency. Jobs in this group ate found in such fields as min-
ing, construction, communications, manufacture, transportation, and fuel production.

05.03 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

Engineering technology is the technical detail work required to apply engineer-
ing ideas. This work includes surveying, drafting, and engineering technology. It also.
includes controlling the- flow *materials t m t production schedules. Factories,
construction companies, architects, engine ng firms, and research labs employ
workers in this group.

05.04 AIR AND WATER VEHICLE OPNATION

Air water vehicle operation is the moving of patngers or cargo by plane or
Ship. The workers included in this .group pilot airplanes ships or supervise others
who db. They work for shipping companies and commercial airlines. Companies and
people whO 'have their own boats or airplanes also hire these workers. Workers- in
thiS' group travel to many ports or airrrts in the world.

05.05 CRAFT TECHNOLOGY

Craft technology is highly: -skilled. custom hand and machine work requiring
,mastery of -a process .or technique. Food preparation is also includedV in this group.
Industries such as construction and printing employ Workers in this ,group. Some
workers provide mechanical services to people and businesses. Large restaurants hire
some of these workers to oversee food preparation.

05.06 SYSTEMS OPERATION

Systems operation is the control and care of equipment in a Mechanical system.
The system may create and distribute electricity, heat and, cool a building, or treat
and distribute water. Jobs in this group are found in oil field's, refineries, utility
companies and large .buildirigs.

05.07 QUALITY CONTROL
.44

Quality con. trok 'is inspecting and checking equipment, materials, and products
in settings ether than factories. Work may involve measuring or testing raw mate-
terials to. check whether quality standards are met. Workers in this ,group are' em-
ployed in such settings as mines, loading docks, quarries, warehouses

to&
oil fields, and

construction sites.
\

05.08 LAND VEHICLE OPERATION
.

Land vehicle operators drive freight hauling Vehicles or supervise others who
do. Railroad companies, trucking firms, and delivery services employ workers 4in this
group. Companies which own and operate freight carriers for their own use also hire
these workers. Jobs in thii .group are scattered throughout the country.



05.09: MATERIALS CONTROL

Materials control is the shipping, receiving, and storing 14 materials and frod-
ucts. Workers count the products, keep records, and make schedules to control the
flovir of materials. Firms which make, sell, distribute, or receive large quantities of
Materials or products employ'..these .workers. Jobs-in this. group are also found in
hospitals and government agencies:

05.10 SKILLED HAND AND MACHINE WORK

I

Skilled hand and machine work, .as used here, is custom work requiring some
knowledge of processes and techniques. Food preparation is also included in this group.

The construction and mining indiistries employ workers in this group in settings
other than factories. Firms which repair, install, and maintain products also employ
these workers. 'Hotels and restaurants hire workers who prepare foods.

05.11 EQUIPMEV OPERATION

Equipment operation is the use of machinery for excavating, drilling, paving,
mining, hoisting, or dredging.

Job& in' this grOup are found in mining and construction sites, factories, ware-
houses; and docks.

6

05.12. ELEMENTAL WORK. MECHANICAL 10-

Elemental. mechanical is lifting, and carrying materials, tools, and. equip-
ment or keeping equipment and work areas clean. Some workers operate simple
machine& Workers in this group usually follow instructions and' make a few job
decisions. Jobs- in. this group are found in mining, construction, and settings other
than' factories.

06. INDUSTRIAL

This is an interest in repetitive, concrete, organized activities in a facto setting.
You can satisfy this interest by working in numerous industries which manufacture

goods on a mass production basis. You may enjoy manuair work, using yojit hands or hand
tools..Perhafis you may prefer to operate or tend machines.. You may liWto inspect, sort,
count, or weigh products. You' may prefer, to use ybur training and experience to set up ma-
chines or supervise 'other workers.

06.01 PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

production 'technology involves a complex knowledge of a product or process to
set up and operate production machines. Workers 'in this group 'also inspect, prod.
ucts thoroughly, do precise hand work,. and supervise less skilled workers. Jobs in this
group are found in various industries involved in manufacturing and.processing.
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'06.02 PRODUCTION WORK-

'. Production is hand and machine , work requiring skills developed through
training' and ex erience. Workers in this 'group also perform a general inspection of
products and supervise production, workers. Jobs in this group are found in manufac-
turing and processirig plants.

06.03 PRODUCTION CONTROL

Production control means to regulate the quality of products and materials.
Workers in this group inspect, test,' weigh, or sort products and materials. Some
workers also record data. Jobs in this group are found in anufacturing and pro-
cessing plants.

06.04 ELEMENTAL WORK: INDUSTRIAL

Elemental work': industrial routine work requiring little training or experi-
ence. Tasks include loading and unloading machines as well as using simple hand tools.
Jobs in this group are found in manufacturing and processing plants.

. .

07. BUSINESS DETAIL

Thig is an interest in activities .requiring accuracy and attention to details, primarily in
an office setting.

You can satisfy this interest in a wide variety of jobs in which you can attend to the details
of a business operation. You May enjoy using your math skills. Perhaps a job in billing, cbm-

,

puting, or financial record keeping would satisfy you You may prefer to deal with people; You
would seek a job in whiCh you meet the public, talk on the telephone; or supervise other work-
ers. You may like to operate computer terminals, typewriters, or bookkeepilg 'machines. Per-
haps a job in record keepAng, filing, or recording would satisfy you. You may prefer to use your'
training and experience to manage offices sand supervise other workers.

07.01 ADMINISTRATIVE DETAIL

Administrative detail is technical clerical work requiring speclal skills and knowl-
_edge. Workers in :this grou.p make minor deciiions related to office operations. Jobs
in this group are found in the offices of businesses, industries, courts, and government
agencies. Doctors, lawyers, and .0ther professionals also hire these workers.

07.02 . MATHEMATICAL DETAIL

Mathematical detail. is clerical work using arithmetic skills to process numerical
data related to a business operation. Work involves figuring and keeping records of
quantities, costs, and. charges. Job's in this-,group are found in businesses, industries,
and government agencies. Banks, finance companies, and accounting firms hire many
of these workers. 't;
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07.03 FINANCIAL DETAIL

Financial detail is work requiring math skills as well as an ability to deal with
the public. Workers in this group 'also keep records and supervise the work of others.
Jobs in this group are found where money is paid to or received from the public.
Banks and other financial institutions also employ workers in' this group. ,

07 04 INFORMATION PROCESSING: SPEAKING

Information processing, as used here, is speaking with people as a main job task.
Some workers in this group use telephones, radios, or the telegraph. Businesses, insti-
tutions, and government agencies employ most of these workers in their offices.

07.05 INFORMATION PROCESSING: RECORDS

Information processing, as used here, means to compile, review, or maintain
records. Workers =in this group also schedule workers and check records for accuracy.
Jobs in- this group are found in most offices, institutions, and government agencies.

07.06 CLERICAL MACHINE OPERATION

Clerical machine operation involves .the use: of business machines to record or
process data. These machines are used to type, sort, compute, send, or receive data.
These jobs are found wherever large amounts of data are processed, sent, or received.
tusinesses, induAtries, and government agencies employ most of the workers-in this ,

.gr41143-

.07.07 CLERICAL HANDLING

Jobs in t,ips group involve performing clerical duties requiring little specific
preparation or skill. These duties are to file, sort, copy, 'route, or . deliver data. Most
large businesses, industries, and government agencies employ these workers.

08. PERSUASIVE

This is an interest in influencing others through sales and .promotiOnal techniques.
You can satisfy thiS interest In a wide variety of sales jobs. You may, enjoy selling tech--;

nical products or services. Perhaps you may prefer a selling job which requires less background
knowledge. You may enjoy dealing with business and industrial workers. You could seek a job
in WholeSale sales. You may like to deal with the general public.. You could work in stores,
sales offices, or in customers' hornes. You may prefer.to,bUy and sell products to make a profit:

08.01 SALES TECHNOLOGY

Sales technology is the selling of 'technical equipment such as industrial ma-
chinery. Jobs also include the selling of insurance and services. Some workers . in
this group buy as well as sell. Wholesale, service, insurance, and other private firms
employ workers in this group.
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08.02 GENERAL SALES

General sales are the selling of products or' services to businesses; induttries,
ior persons. Jobs in this group are found wherever there is contact with people for
the purpose of selling. Settings include retail and wholesale stores and businesses.

08.03 VENDING

Vending is the peddling of inexpensive items in public buildings, at public gather-
ings, or on street corners. Most jobs are found in restaurants, clubs,.or sports arenas.

09. ACCOMMODATING.

This is 'an interest in catering to and serving the desires of Other usually ran a one -to -one.
basis. , ;. ,

You can .satisfy this interest. by providing services for the convenience- of others., You
may enjoy making others feel at ease by providing hdspitality services. Yoti may prefer to
improve the appearance of others. Perhaps working in the :hair and beauty care field would
Satisfy you. .You may like -to . provide personal services such a.6 taking tickets, carrying bag-
gage, or ushering.

. ,
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HOSPITALITY SERVICES

Hospitality services help people feel at ease and enjoy themselves. These services
may involve planning and directing social events or guiding people through museums,
cities; or countries. Airline, railroad, ship, and escort companies, as well as resorts
and hotels, employ workers in this group. Jobs "also can, be foUrid in social clubs.

09.02 BARBERING AND BEAUTY SERVICES

barbering and _beauty services are intended to change or improve personal
appearance-. Barbering service includes haircuts, facial massages, scalp treatments,
and shaves. Beauty service includes the care of skin and hair. Barber and beauty
shops,,erimloy workers in this group. Some workers own and operate their own busi- .

nesseS.,

09.03 PASSENGER SERVICES

Passenger services are the transporting of people by bus, taxi, limousine,
other vehicle. The workers included in this group drive such vehicles or -instruct and
supervise those, who do. Taxi, bus; or street railway companies hire most workers in
this group. gdme 'workers are employed by hospitals. Others work for branches of
local government, such as public schools.

09.04 CUSTOMER SERVICES

Customer services involve proViding people with various services in commercial
settings. Tasks usually include receiving payment and4naking change for the ser-
vices rendered.. Hotels, restaurants, resorts, and stores- employ workers in this group.
Some of these jobs are fund on board trains, airplanes, and ships.

3



09.05 ATTENDANT SERVICES

Attendant services are tasks performed for the comfort and convenience of other
people. Attendant §ervices take place in a variety of public and private settings. These
settings include hotels, restaurants, athletic clUbs, gambling casinos, reducing 'salons,
and private homes. Airports, theaters, and sports arenas may employ these workers.

10. HUMANITARIAN

This is .an .interest in helping individuals with their zizental, spiritual, social, physical, or
vocational concerns.

Yin/ can satisfy this interest through jobs in writ& a concern for the welfare of others is
important. Perhaps the spiritual or mental well-being of othersqoncerns you. You could seek a
job, in religion or counseling. You may prefer to help others with physical problems. You
could work in the nursing, therapy, or rehabilitation field. You, may like to provide needed
but'. less difficult care by working as an aide, orderly, or technician.

10.01 SOCIAL SERVICES

Social services help people, either .one person at a ti e or in groups. Workers in
this .group help people solve both day-to-day and special problems. These problems
may be related to a person's social, personal, vocational, educational, or religious
development. Churches, schbols, guidance centers, and mental clinics employ these
workers. Agencies such as Welfare, employment, vocational rehabilitation, and juve-
nile court also offer jobs in 'this group.

10.02 NURSING AND THERAPY SERVICES,

Nursing and therapy services involve caring for and treating people to promote
their physical and emotional well-being. Most workers in this. group are concerned
with 'ill and injured people.,They also care for and treat people with physical handi-
caps. Some workers train or supervise others engaged in the care and treatment of
patients. Hospitals, nursing homes, and rehabilitation centers hire workers in' this
group. Schools, industrial plants, doctors' offices, and private homes also Offer these
jobs..

.\.
10.03 CHILD AND ADULT CARE

Child and adult care involves assisting in the physical care or welfare of others.
Some \workers assist in the care 'and treatment of the sick, injured, 'or physically
handicapped. Other workers mainly care for 'young children or the elderly. Hospitals,
clinics,\ day- care centers, ± and nursery schools hire workers in this group. Treatment
centers for the handicapped iand private homes also proVide jobs in this group.

11. SOCIAL-BUSINESS .

This is an interest in leading and influencing others through activities involving verbal
or numerical\ abilities.

You can satisfy ,this interest 'through study and work. in a wide variety of professional
fields. AU may enjoy the challenge and responsibility of leadership. 'YOu could seekwork in
administration or management. You may prefer to work with technical details. You could find
a job in finance, law, social research, or public relations. You may like to help others learn.
Perhaps working in 'education would satisfy you. .3
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11.01 MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

Mathematic and statistics involve working with numerical data and computer
systems. Workers in this group apply theories in mathematics to solve problems or
conduct research. Colleges, firms, and government. agencies which use .computers or
conduct statistical research employ these workers.

11.02 EDUCATIONAL 1,4 LIBRARY SERVICES

Educational and library services include teaching, counseling, and library work.
Job'settings are schools, colleges, libraries, and other educational agencies.

.11.03 SOCIAL RESEARCH

Social research is the study and analysis of inforrication about people and societies.
This work may include researching past events an cultures or studying and solving
current social problems. Museums, schools and colleges, government agencies, and pri-
vate research foundations employ workers in this group..

11.04 LAW

Law, as ,.used here, involves applying the knowledge of lawi to advise people and
businesses on their rights an_ d obligations. Workers in this group define the meaning
of.laws' to use it in courts of law, hearings, and business activities. Law firms, govern-
ment agencies, private businesses employ these workers. Some workers may be' self7
employed and have their own practice. Others may be elected or appointed to' public
offices.

11.05 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION.

Business administration is the management of _a public. agency or private busi-
ness. Workers in this group develop operating procedures, analyze 'problems, and
superVise workers. Businesses, industries, government agencies, unions, and profes-
sional groups employ these workers.

-.1INANCE

Finance involves the design and control. f ana.ncial. records and t analysis
of financial data. Workers in this group check financial record keeping s tems for
accuracy and supervise the work 14 others.. Ba ks, loan companies, and investment
firms employ these workers. Businesses, indust es, colleges, and government agencies
also hire .these Workers for their,financia1 sery

/

O

41.07 SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Services adininistration is.-the management of agencies which- provide health,
welfare, education, or recreation services. Workers in this group usually supervise
others who carry out the .functions of a specific service. 'Schools, colleges; hospitals,
prisons, community programs, and government agencies employ these workers.

V
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.11.08 COMMUNICATIONS

Communications include the writing, editing, and translating of nonfiCtional
information. Some workers also read news reports on radio or televi,sion". .

Newspapers, publishing firms, and radio and television stations ',employ these
workers: Businesses, government agencies, and professional groups usually provide
some openings.

1

11.09 PROMOTION

Promotion involves advertising prOducts or services, raising money; or influencing
the opinions of others. Some workers in this = group deal directly with the public.
Advertising agencies, businesses and industries, colleges, unions, professional groups,
and government agencies employ these workers.

11.10 REGULATIONS4NFORCEMENT

Regulations pnforcement is the enforcing of laws about finance, people's rights,
health and safe*, and similar matters. However, workers in this group are not part
of a police iorce. These workers examine procedures; products, ,and services to assure
that government regulations , are followed. Most jobs in this 'group are found in. gov-
ernment, agencies. Businesses also hire .workers in this group to enforce company.
policies.

11.11 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Business management Means to direct the activities of , a. company_ or a store.
orkers in this group carry out operating' policies and procedures ...and supervise

others; All types of businesses employ these workers. These businesses include hotels,
recreation centers, and stores aswell as transportation and service companies. Slime

-government agencies also hire theie workers.

11.12 CONTRACTS AND CLAIMS

Contracts and claims include negotiating contracts and investigating claims for
companies and people. Workers who negotiate contracts set up legally binding agree-
ments between buyers and sellers of services, materials, or products. Workers who

.investigate claims gather information to determine ,the validity of claims. Claims
involve such things as property damage or personal injury. Insurance companies,
booking agencies, industries, businesses, ' and gevernment agencies employ workers
in this. group.



This is an interest ih..physiCal aCtivitle&perforrned. before an.audierice.
You can .satisfy, this interest through jobs in athletics, 'sports, and the performance of

physibalfeats. You may,enjoy sports. Perhaps al job as a professional player or official, would
satisfy you Yott.'may prefer to develop; arid .perform .special -.acts, such as acrobatics or wire
walking.:

12,01- SPORTS

Sports .include cOmpeting in professional athletic or,porting events, coaching
players; arid offiCiating games. Jobs. in this group are found in all types of sports.'
These sports inoludg horse racing, liockey, football, baseball, basketball, golf, and
track:

12.02 PHYSICAL FEATS
0 1

Physical feats, as used here, are acts 'of special physical strength or skill which
entertain people. Workers in this group may perform alone. Circuses, carnivals, and
theaters hire these workers. Booking agents. often arrange performances and special
'events. ,



.Work Activity Descriptions

Everyone prefers certain types of activities. These may be leisure time activities or tas1cs a
person does as part of his or her job. .A person's preferences can be used to better unoilrstand
the world of work. To explore occupations in terms of your likes, and dislikes can Mip, you
in your career decision-making. If you work in an occupation involving activities you enjoy,
you a3e more likely tb be satisfied.

All the tasks performed by workers in any OccupatiOn can be grouped into ten types of
work activitiet. You probably' have had experiences doing these types of'activities in both work
and leisure settings. As you read the following titleS and descriptions of the ten types of work
activities, try to reeate them to your experiences,

1. ACTIVITIES DEALING WITH THINGS
AND OBJECTS.

Workers do physical work with materials
and prollucts. They of)n use irfstOments,
tools, machines, or vehicles. They May lift,
pull, and push. They 'may do more'coinplex
tasks such as adjusting and controlling
things. Als(4,: workers may use knowledge
and reasoning, skills to make judgments and
decisions.

. '2. .A I S INVOLVING BUSINESS
CONTAC'T. .

Workers deal with' others in 'various situ-
ations. They 'set up business contacts to sell,
buy, talk, listen, promote,. and bargain. To
follow through, workers gather, exchange,
or present ideas and facts about the products
or services.
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ACTIVITIES OF A RO'U'ITNE,
DEFINITE/ORGANIZED NATURE.

Workers usually repeat the same task
many times. These tasks. can often be done
ire a short time Workers are usually orga-
nized to get the most work done in the least
time In general, a.ssignments and methods
are set up in advance. The worker seldom
makes, decisions about the- work.

wr

4. ACTIVITIES INVOLVING DIRECT
PERSONAL CONTACT TO HELP .Oft
INSTRUCT ?OTHERS.

Workers help to 'maintain or improve the
physical; mental, emotional,.or spiritual well-
being of others. Workers need to speak and
listen well They may communicabte simple
ideas. They may also deal with complex
principlesv of human growth to teach, train,
or. help others. Some workers may care for
or train animals.

5. ACTIVITIES RESULTING IN
RECOGNITION OR APPRECIATION
FROM OTHERS.

Workers may lead, plan, control, or man-
age the work of others. Some workers may
be involved in acting, sports, art, or music.-
As a result, they gain prestige, recognition,
of appreciation from others. In most cases,
workers re involved at a high level with
data and people. .



6. AcTIVITIES INVOLVING THE
COIVIMUNICATION OF IDEAS
AND INFORMATION,

Workers preseht ideas irifonnation to
others through wri acting, music, or.
designing. They may,inform others .0rough
radio or television. Workers may also be in
direct contact with the people they inform.

07'

7. ACTIVITIES OF A SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL NATURE

Workers may conduct research and analy-
sis, evaluate, explain, and record scientific
information. They may use scientific or tech-
nical methods, instruments, and equipment _

'in their work.

ACTIVITIES INVOLVING
CREATIVE THINKING.

Workers use complex mental skills to
create new knowledge or new-waYs to apply
what is already. known. They may solve
difficult problems or -design projects and
methods.. Workers may use new ways to

,_,express ideas, feelings, and moods. They may
also use imagination to create ideas and
objects.

irarA'cr /WY
Maaorifie
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9. ACI1IirITIES INVOLVTN PR
METHODS, OR MACHINES.

Workers may plan, sahedule, process, con-
.

trol, direct; and evaluate data and things.
There may be contact with people, but deal-
ipg with people is not important to the work.

10. ACTIVITES INVOLVING WORKING ON
OR PRODUCING THINGS.

Workers use physical skills to work on or 4.
make products. Often tools, machines, or
measuring devices are used to make or
change a product. Workers may build, repair,
alter, or restore producth.

rP.
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Work Activity Worker Trait Group index

The following is a list of the ten types of work activities and the Worker Trait coup
numbers of those groups relating to each activity.

:1. Activities Dealing with Things and Objects
01.06, 02.01, 02.02, 02.04, 03.01, 03 .04, 05.01, 05.03,
05.10, 05.11,. 05.12, 06.01, 06.02, 06.03, 06,04, 07.02,

2. Activities Involving Busineis Contact
01.07; 03.01, 04.01, 04.02, 05.01, 05.02, .05.09, 07.01,
08.03, 09.01, 09.02, 09.03, 09.04, 09.05, 10.03, 11.02,
11.10, 11.11, 11.12

3. Activities of a Routine, Definite, Organized Nature.
01.08, .03.03, 03.04: 04.02, 05.07, 05.08, 05.09, 05.10,
07.03, 07.04, 07.05, 07.06, 07.07, D8.03, 09.03, 09.04,
01.08, .03.03, 03.04: 04.02, 05.07, 05.08, 05.09, 05.10,
07.03, 07.04, 07.05, 07.06, 07.07, D8.03, 09.03, 09.04,

05.04, 05.05, 05.06, 05.07, 05.08, 05.09,
07.03, 07.06, 07.07, 09.04, 11.06

07.02, 07.03, .07.04, 07.05, 08.01, 08.02,
11.04, 11.05, 11.06, 11.07, 11.08, .11.09,

05.11, 05.12, 06.02, 06.03, 0604, 07.02,
09.05, .10.03

4. Activities Involving Direct Persona} Contact to Help or Instruct Others
02.03, 03.03, 10.01, 10.02, 10.03,' 11.02, 1.07

5. Activities Resulting in Recognition or Appreciation from Others.
01.01, 01.03, 01.04, 01.05, 02.03, 03.02, 04.01, 05.02,
11.04, 11.05, 11.06, 11.07, 11.08, 11.09, 11.11, 11.12,

01.08, .03.03, 03.04: 04.02, 05.07, 05.08, 05.09, 05.10,
07.03, 07.04, 07.05, 07.06, 07.07, D8.03, 09.03, 09.04,

01.01, 01.03, 01.04, 01.05, 02.03, 03.02, 04.01, 05.02,
11.04, 11.05, 11.06, 11.07, 11.08, 11.09, 11.11, 11.12,

05.04, 07.01, 08.01, 09.01, 10.01, 11.02,
12.01, 12.02

3, 08.01, 10.02, 11.01, 11.03, 11.06

8. Activities Involving Creative Thinking
.01.01, 01.02, .01.03, 01.04, 01.05, 02.01; 02.02, 05.01, 09.02, 10.01, 11.03, 11.04

9. Activities Involving Processes, Methods, or Machines
01.06, 02.04, 03.01, 03.02, 03.04, 05.01, 05.02, 05.03, 05.04';

.05.10, 05.11, 05.12, 06.01, 06.02, 06.03, 06.04, 07.02, 07.04,
12.02

10. Activities Iniolviiig Working bn or Producing Things
01.06, 03.01, 05.05, 05.10, 06.01, 06.02, 00.03, 06.04 ,

4.6

05.05, 05.06, .05.07, 0.08, 05.09,
07.06, 09.02, 09.03, 11.01, 11.06,
05.05, 05.06, .05.07, 0.08, 05.09,
07.06, 09.02, 09.03, 11.01, 11.06,



VVorkSitucition Descriptions

An important part of finding satisfying work is learning what kinds of work situations you

like' and which you want to avoid. -People differ in their willingness and/or ability to adapt:to(

the demands of various-situations. There is a great variety of . demands made upon workers.'

However, these demands can be grouped into ten types of situations.
You probably have had experiences with' these situations inboth work and leisure settings:

As you read the .following titles . and descriptions of the types' of work situations, try to

relate then to your experiences.
.

1. PERFORMING DUTIES WHICH
CHANGE FREQUENTLY.'

Workers perform ,a variety of duti4s, often

changing from one task to. anothei., The
variety of duties requires workers o use
different skills, knowledge, And abilities.

They may need to use ..different methods
materials. They may also have to change .

work locations. In changing tasks, workers
must be efficient and remain calm.

2. PERFORMING ROUTINE TASKS.
Workers do the same tasks over and over...

They may not change the tasks or the order
M which. they do theih. Work assignments

° are of shortduration and follow a required
method or sequence. Very little judgment is
required.



3. PLANNING AND DIRECANG AN
ENTIRE ACTIVITY,

Workers plan, direct, or control an entire
activity, project, or program. As leaders,
they coordinate, supervise, and are respon-
sible for the . work of (*others. They make
decisions and keep up-to-date on new infor-

- matiop about their work.

DEALING WITH PEOPLE.
Workers deal directly with other people.

They .-must interact. With people at a higher
level than giving or taking instructions
Workers must be pleasant and helpful in
their contacts with people.

5. INFLUENCING PEOPLE'S OPINIONS,
:ATTITUDES ;'" AND JUDGMENTS.

Wreprkers influence people by changing their
thinking and behavior. Workers must be able
to understand people and communicate with
them. They influence how people feel about

product, a service, or other people. This
influence Is achieved by pro g new infor-
mation or ideas .in a,..13irect r indirect way.



WORKING UNDER PRESSURE.
Workers deal with situations involving

potential danger and risk. Workers must
maintain self-contrOl and take decisive action
in unexpected or critical situations. They nay
also be involved with tasks where speed and
close attention' toattail create pressure.-

MAKING DECISIONS tiSING
STANDARDS THAT CAN BE
MEASURED OR CHECKED.

Workerg Make decisions based upon infor-
matioti or standards that can be measured
or checked. Facts and set procedures are
used rather than personal judgment. :

7.' MAKING DECISIONS USING
-- PERSONAL JUDGMENT

, Workers use personal judgment and the
five physical, denses to make decisions. No I
standard or right answers exist upon which
to base the decisions. They are based upon
the training, experience, or aesthetic values
of tIke , workers..



9. INTERPRETING AND EXPRESSING
FEELINGS, IDEAS, OR FACTS:

Workers use creative thinking to interpret
and express feelings, ideas, or facts. "Some
workers focus on the process they use to
communicate, such as speaking, 'singing, or
acting. Others communicate through prod-

--uetirsuell-As--phetographsrtlesigns,-songsr
paintings.

1

10. WORKING WITHIN 1 RECISE LIMITS
OR STANDARDS OF ACCURACY.

Workers must pay strict attention to.

details. Tasks must be completed with accu-
racy within exact standards or time limits.
The. quality of the product or service is
directly related to the performance of the'
workers.

r-
c)-



Work, Situation Worker rait G oup Index

The following is a list of the ten types of work situations and the Worker Trait Group
numbers of those groups relating to each situation.

I. Performing Duties Which Change Frequently.
03.01, 03.02, 03.03, 03.04, 04.01, 05.01,
10.02, 10.03, 11.02, 11.03,11.04, "11.05,

05.02, 05,05, 05.06, 07.01; 07.04, 09.01, 09.02, 10.01,
11.07,,'11.08, 11.09, 11.10, 11.11,11.12

2:--Performhig-itutitine-Tasks----
, 03.04, 06.02, 06.03, 06.04, 07.02, 07.06

S. Planning and Directing an Entire Activity
01.01, 01.02, 01.03, 01.04, 01.05, .03.01, 03.02,
10.01,: 11.01, 11.02, 11.05, 11.07, 11.08, 11.09,

4. --Dealing with People
01.01, 01.02;' 01.03, 01.04, 01.05, 01.07, 01.08,
05.02, 05.04, 05.09, 06.01, 06.02, 07.01, 07.03,
09.02, 09.03, 09.04, 09.05, 10.01, 10.02, 10.03,
11.09, 11.10, 11.11, 11.12, 12.01

04;01, 05.02, 05:04, 05.06,-06.01, 06.02, 09.01,
11.10,,,11.11, 1112

02.03, 03.01, 03.02, 03.03, 04.01, 04.02, 05.01,
07.04) . 07.05, 07.06, 08.01, 08.02, 08.03, 09.01,
11.02, 11.03, 11.04, 11.05, 11.06, 11.07, 11.08,

.

5. Influencing People's Opinions, Attitudes, and Judgments
01.01,, 01.07, 08.01, 08.02, 08.03,11.09, 12.01

6..' Working Under Pressure
04.01, 04.02, 05.04, 12.01, 12.02

7. Making Decisions Using Person'al Judgment
01.01, 01.02, 01.03, 01.04, 01.05, 01.06, 01.07, 02.01, 02.02, 02.03, 03.01, 03.02, 03.03, 04.01,
04.02, 05.01, 05.02, 05.03, 05.04; 45.05, 05.07, 07.01, 08.01, 08.02, 09.01, 49.02, 09.03, 10.01,
10.02, 10.03, 11.01, 11.02, 11.03; 11.04; 11.05, 11:06, 11.07, 1108, 11.09, 11.10, 11.11, 11.12,
12.01,12.02. v

8. Making Decisions Using Standards That Can Be Measured or Checked
01.06, 02.01, 02.02, 02.03; 02.04, 0p.01, 03.02, A3.03, 05.01, 054, 05.03, 05.04/05.05, 05.06;
05.07, 050, 05.09, 05.10, 05.11, 05:12, 06.01, 06.02, 06.03, 07.01,- 07.02; 07.03, 07.04, 07.05,
07.06, 07.07, 08.01, 08.02, 09.02, 09.03,, 10.02, 10.03, 11.01, 11:03, 11.04, 11.05, 11.06, 11.08,
11.10, 11.11, 11.12; 12.01

9. Interpreting and Expressing Feelings, Ideas, or Facts
01.01, 01.02, 01.03, 01:04, 01.05, 01:07; 01.08

r)

I

10 Working Within' PreciSe Limits .-or Standard§ of Accuracy
01.06, 02.03, 02.04, 05.03, 05.04, 05.05, 05.06, 05.07,.65.09, 05;10, 05.11, 05.12;106.01, 06.02,
06.03, 06.04, 07.02, 07.03, 07.05; 07.06, 07.07, 09.02,...10.02, 10.03



One way to identify occupations for exploration is through interests and abilities in sehool
subjects. In order to relate what you like and do well in school to what you might like to do
in occupations, yOu must ',be able to link the two The purpose of the School Subjebt Lt Worker
Trait. Group Chart is to help you quickly Identify school subjects or Worker Trait . Groups
that are related. The infOrmation on the chart is general.. Thee chart does not identify the
Specific degree of relationship. All of the occupations in a Worker Trait Group do not neces-
sarily 'relate to a school subject.

On eall side of the chart there is a listing of 56 school subjects. These are grouped into
general subject areas. such as language, math, and science. Although the. titles of the subjects
may not be exactly the same as the titles of the courses offered in. your- school, they can be
easily related to your school's courses.

ACross the top of the chart, the Wort Trait 'Group titles .and numbers are listed under
the Career Area to which they belong. Yo can read brief descriptions of the Worker Trait
Groups hi Appendix B of this text. Use the Worker Trait Group Guide to obtain full descrlp
tions of the Worker Trait Groups.

There are 56 rows of subjects and 66- columns of Wforker Trait Groups. The rows and
columns cross to form a cell linking each subject with each Worker Trait Group. If a subject
and a Worker Trait Group are related, the codes A or B appear in the cell.

Directions
1. To identify the Worker Trait Groups related to' subjects you prefer, follow the rows of your

chosen subjects across the chart. The codes A or B appear in the columns of the Worker
Trait Groups related to the subjects.

Z To identify the subjects related to theWorker Trait Groups which interest you, follow the
columns of your chosen Worker TrMt Groups down the chart. The codes A or B appear in
the rows of the subjects related to the Worker Trait Groups...

Cede Definitions
Code A. The subject and ,the Worker, Trait Group are directly 'related. The content, knowledge,
and .skills taught in the subject are essential to workers 'in the group of occupations.
Code B. The subject and the Worker Trait Group are Indirectly related. The knowledge and
skills taught in the subject are helpful to workers in this group of occupations.
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CODE DEFINITIONS
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. . .

Code A. Tire subject and the Worker Trait Group are directly related. The
, content. knowledge: and 01113 taught in trio ject are. eaten.

gel to workers in the group Ot occupations.

Cods. B. The-subject and the Worker Trait Group are Indirectly relate.d.
The knowledge and skills taught in the subject are helpful Ig3 .
workers in this group of occupations. ..

. .
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You can get more specific information about how, subjects relate to occupations in the
School Subject Occupation Index.. .

The index links over .2800 occupations with the 56 schoof subjects. These occupations repre-
sent the major national emplOyment. opportutiities, Occupations found in common occupational
information resources are also included = in the index. The index has the following three parts:

.

Fait 1: Part 1 contains a reduced copy of the. School Subject Worker Trait Group Chart
Since the chart and index may be used together, you may wish to refer. to the chart while

.

using the index.
-Part IL This part has a section for each of the 56 subjectS. Each section describes the subject,
lists the related occupations by Worker Trait Groups, and identifies the specific _subject and
occupation relationship. On the chart, codes A or B are used to identify the relationship
between school subjects and Worker Trait Groups. The index. uses codes A, B, and C, Code A
represents a direct and necessary relationship. Code B represents an indirect and necessary
relationship. Code. C represents an indirect and helpful relationship.

The following example illustrates the information contained in Part

sc1100/ Sbbject.
4411-fr7hei-

EXAMPLE

1. LANGUAGE 'SKILLS .

Desc.PipEr on
oC s ribjec14

Language skills are concerned with.the knowledge, understanding, and skills that are con-
sidered basic cornoetencles in the, use of the English language. Communication skills in speak-
ing, listening,, reading, and writing are, included. Functional grammar, spelling, and punctuation
are among specific skills taught. .

\dorke Group
AluvNiber-

01.01 LITERARY ARTS
A Copy Writer.

(prof & kln)
A Editbrial Writer

(print & pub)
A Writer, Prose, F

Nonfiction
(prof & kin)

A Editor, Publications
(print & pub)

01:04 PERFORMING ARTS: MUSIC
'C Teacher, Music7. (education)

01.07 'AMUSEMENT
B Astrologer

(amus & rec)
B Announcer

(amus & rec)

.
Fart-III.This-part-contains-ivHsting-bf_the Worker...Trait Groups _Tile occupations_related_to
each of the Worker Trait ,Groups are hated in alphabetical order. Under the title of each
occupation is a listing of the .school subject numbers related to the occupation. With each
number, the code A, B, or C, shows the type relationshiputhe "occupatiOn has with the school
subject. The following example illustrates the information contained in Part III.

50 50



EXAMPLE

. PART III

WORKER TRAIT GROUP

LIST OF. OCCUPATIONS WITH SUBJECTS .

y,/oRk<ge IkAvr6-
c,Rou Trrk

*Numerf2--

01:01 LITERARY ARTS
Copy Writer(prof &.kin)

1A, 3A, 26C, .32A
Critic (print& pub)

2A, 3B, 4B, 14C, -15B,
18C, 19A, 20A; 21A

. Editor, Book (print & pub).
2B, 3B, .15C

01.02 VISUAL ARTS
Art Director (mot. picture; radio
& tv broad)

19A, 20B, 22C, 25C
rt Direotor (prof & kin)

19A, 22C, 25C, 26C, 47A
Audiovisual Production Specialist
(prof & kin)

1151. 19B, 26B, 210, 26A, 48B .

Specific instructions on hoW to use the School Subject Occupation Index are located
in, the front of the index. The first time you use the index you should read these instructions.



Aptitudes

Aptitude is, the citlickness or ease with which you' can learn. There are different kinds of
aptitudes. Some 'aptitudes can help you understand a,,novel ot'Solve math problems. Others can '.
help you do very fine work with our hands and fingers. Some other aptitudes can help you do
tasks .requiring fast and accurate body movements. Some aptitudes can help you see differences
in size or shape. .

.. The U. S. Department of Labor job analysts havedeffned eleven different aptitudes. These
aptitudes have been related to the Worker Trait Groups. The aptitudes and levels of aptitudes
related to average successful, performance in each Worker Trait Group have been identified.

Knowing as much as possible, about, your own aptitudes can help you in career exploration
and Winning. You can estimate your own levels of aptitudes sand compaie your estimates with
the-aptitudes related to*the Worker Trait Groups. __

Read the following information on each Of the aptitudes. Use the clues to guide and help
you make your estimates. Consider and estimate each aptitude carefully, one at a time.. Com-
pare yourself.. with others your age rather than with adults. The chies are examples, so try to
think of other similar experiences you have had which:might indicate the level of your aptitude.
Chooie the level which represents your highest self-estimate, even though clues in lower levels
iteldescribe things you have done or can do. Record your selestirnate in the proper box on the
Aplitude Self-Estimate Record. (The Aptitude Self=Estimate Recordiis located in the Aptitudes
Checklist and in the Individualized Activities for Career Exploration booklet.). Repeat the
process for each aptitude.

Remember, you can change' the estimates . you have made at any time you discover addi-
ional information about your abilities, such as grades, test scores, or experiences.
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APTITUDE G: "GENERAL

ndeistanding Instructionkfacti, and
imaeilYing.Yeasonings. 'Being 'able to yea-
son and make 'judgments.

:

General Aptitude is closely related to
the ability to do well in school. This apti-
tude- is 4 related to more' Worker Trait
Groups than any .other.

wirEs

BELTLI NE' NEXT EXIT,
FOREST DRIVE 2

Clues are .related to each level of Aptitude
G, General.
Level 5. "I'rate myself in the lowest ten per-
cent of people My age.'.'

I need someone to explain the instruc-
tions to me when I assemble or make
something..
I usually receive special help in school,
and still find it difficult.

Level 4. "I rate myself Jii,p the bottom third but
not as low as the bottom ten pereerit of people
my age."

My grades in basic subjects (English,
math, social studies, science) are most-

. ly D's.
I can follow instructions if they are
given clearly.

Level 3. "I 'rate myself about avera ge, or in
the middle third of people my age."

My grades in basic subjects (English,
math, social studies, science) are most-
ly C's.
I can do things that require problem
solving, such as in the following activ-
ities.

(a). File' materials 'according' to the
alphabet or some' other method.

(b). 'Take care of a person whc is ill
or is recovering from ari accident or
operation.

DETOUR

(c). Assemble a bicycle or other
equipment which has been purchased
'unassembled.

(d). Knit, crochet, sew, or similar
activities.

(e). Sell ticketS or merchandise and
keep the, necessary records.

Level-2.21Lrate-myself-in-thetop-thfid-butaid
the .top ten percent of people my age."

, My grades in basic subjects (English,
math, social studies;.science) are most-
ly B's. .

I have built, complex working models
which require reading blueprints' or de-
tailed-diagrams. .

I have received an "Excellent" rating
in. a science fair.
I regularly do voluntary reading of
books and magazines. .

I have no difficulty in'. using the card
file' to locate materials in the school or.
community library.

Level 1. "I rate myself in the top ten percent
'of people my age." . .

My grades in basic subjects (English,
math, social, studies, science) are 'most:
ly A's. .

I 'can solve difficult problerns in- math
. or. science.

I have received a "Superior" rating in
a science fair.
I have won' awards or recognition in
writing or speaking contests.
I have tutored other students,in their
schoolwork.

Note: If you, are able to understand and work
this exercise, you should rate yourself abovd
Level 5.
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APTITUDE V: VERBAL

Understanding the meanings of words
and ideas. Using them to present iiiforma-
tion or ideas 'clearly.

Verbal AptitOe includes understanding,
how words refate and the meanings of
whole sentences and paragraphs. It also
includes communicating information and
ideas to others.

CLUES
Clues are related to each level of Aptitud

V, Verbal.
Level 5. "I rate.myself in the lowest ten per-
cent of people my . age."

I have a lot of difficulty with most high
school subjects which. require much
reading or writing.

Level 4. "I rate myself in the bottom third but
not as low as the bottom ten percent of people
my age."

My grades in English and social studies
are mostly D's.
'I have clifficultyjin writing book reports
or themes; or giving-oralreports.
It is sometimes -hard for me to follow
instructions when I assemble models,
make jewelry, or sew. -
I can usually follow recipes for cook-
ing or baking.

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, or in /
the 'middle third of people my age."

' My grades in English,' social studies,i
and foreign language are mostly C's.
My grades on book reports,, themes]
term papers, and oral reports are most 'l
ly C's.

know spelling, grammar, and punctu-
ation well enough to notice and correct
obvious mistakes.
I am an average word games and cord
puzzles player.
I can follow printed instructions for
maknlg jewelry, assembling models, or
sewing. .

Level 2. "I rate myself in the. top third but not
the top ten percent of people my age."

My gr4des in English, social studies,
and foreign language are mostly B's.
My 'grades on book reports, themes,
term papers, and oral reports are most

B's. .

I seldom make grammatical errors in'
written work and notice them, when
others make them in writing or speak-

- ing.
S. I have no difficulty in understanding

the textbooks I read' in English and
social studies. .

I am a better than average word games
and word puzzles player.-

rLevel 1. "I rate myself the top .ten percent
of people my age."

My grades in such 'subjectp as English,
social studies, and foreign jlanguage are
mostly A's. .

I .have won awards or recognition in
writing, public speaking, 1;13- debating.
My gradeS on book repkts, themes,
term papers, and oral repOrts are most-
ly A's. 1

. I have written articles flr the school
.paper or for other. .publications.
I .often win at word gal-nes such. as
Scrabble' or Password.
I can solve crossword puzzlesnal.
grams, and other word 0oblems. quick-
ly and correctly.

Note: .If you are able to understand and work
this exercise, you should rate yourself above
Levels.



APTITUDE N: NUMERICAL

ing arithmetic operations quickly and
correctly.

Numerfcal Aptitude includes -solving
arithmetic or story. problems.

CLUES
Clues are related to each level of Aptitude

N, Numerical.
Level 5. "I rate myself in -the lowest ten per-
cent of people my age."

I have a lotof difficulty with-mdst igh
school subjects which, require the use
of. arithmetic.
I have difficulty, measuring, things.
rectly.
I have difficulty counting my change
when I buy something at the store.

Leveli.7,1I rate myself in the bottom third but
not as low as the bottom ten percent of people
my age.

My grades in mathematics and science
are. mostly D's.
I. can measure an object br figure ifs
height, width, and depth.
I can follow a recipe to measure and
mix ingredients to cook or bake.

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, .or in
the middle third of people my age."

My grades in mathematics and science;
are mostly C's.
I can add, subtract, multiply, and.divide
numbers with 'about average speed and
accuracy.
I have a 'job (such as a paper route)
which requires me to keep correct rec-
ords of, money or materials. \

- I have a hobby which requires cprrect
use of mathematics.

1I can adjust the proportions of a recipe
to increase or decrease,the quantity to
be ..prepared.

Level 2. "I rate myself in the top third but not
the top ten percent. Of people my age."

My grades in mathematics and science
are mostly B's.
I can multiply and divide decimals and
fractions quickly and correctly.
I know how to use a slide rule or a
pocket calculator with memory fea-
tures.
I' can use formulas to compute areas,
volumes, interest rates,' etc..
I can solve puzzles and word problems
which require the use of mathematics
quickly and correctly.
I have a hobby which requires accurate
use of mathematics.
I can adjust the proportions of a recipe
to increase or decrease the quantity to
be prepared.

Level I. "I rate myself in the top ten percent
of people my age."

My grades in mathematics and science
. are Mostly A's.

I can use .algebra and other advanced
mathematics to find the answers to
questions.
I can use a slide rule 'or pocket calcu-

. lator quickly and correctly to soNe
difficult problems in mathematics.
'I can usually solve puzzles and word
problems which require the use of
'mathematics very quickly and correctly.
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APTITUDE:

iat flat' draWings ,or pictures - of
Forming mental .iMagesThsf them

melons height, width, and

S: SPATIAL
I can arrange packages in a large con-
tainet such as a grocery sack or a car
trunk to make then fit.
When I play chess, 'checkers, billiards

jo shUfflebOard, l_seldom win. .

I seldom. w k block puzzles or jigsaw
puzzles beta find them difficult.

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, or in
,

the middle ,third of peopl my' age."
My .grades in art, geometry, sewing,
cnd mechanical drawing are mostly C's.
Varn average., in drawing, painting, or
sculpturing.
I can dance (modern or ballet) well.

`I
can sew clothes from a pattern.

i I am an average chess, checkers, bil-
liards, or shuffleboard player.

' I can solve block and jigsaw:puzzles
01. but lose interest in the hard ones.

I can usually read drawings or dia-
granisi for assembling models or doing
electrical .w rk.

Level 2. "I rate myself in the top third but not
,the lop .ten percent, of people' my age."

My grades in art, geometry, sewing,
and mechanical drawing are mostly B's.
'I can make my own clothing quite well.
I can draw, paint, or. sculpture better
than average.
I have. won ,. recognition Or awards for
modern or ballet dancing. ) I.
I am a better than, averagT chess,
checkers, billiards, 'or shuffleboard
player. '
I can solve block and jigSaW puzzles
better than average. , ..
.1 can read and u_ nderstand electronic
circuit diagrams. I 'can also assemble.
or_ repair radios or high fidelity compo-

. nents.
Level 1. "I,..rate myself in the top ten per6ent
of people my. age." ,-

My grades in 'art, geometry, sewing,:
and mechanical drawing are mostly A's.

/. I have received awards or recognition
for drawings, paintings, or sculpture.
I have won awards or recognition for
clothes designing or sewing.
When I play chess, checkers billiards,

-or-shuffleboard;I-usually-win.
I quickly solve difficult block puzZles
and jigsaw puzzles.
I have no difficulty in reading compli-
cated wiring diagrams and drawings or
blueprints.
I assemble 'models from kits, repair.
radios' or high fidelity components cor-
rectly and well.

Spatial Aptitude is to see how an object
shoWn in a flat drawing or picture. would
actually look like in three dimension.g. Thfs
aptitude is required for such tasks as draw-
ing or reading blueprints, or. working
geometry problems,

Clues are related, td. each level of Aptitude
S, Spatial.
Level 5. "I rate myselfin the lowest ten per-
cent of people my age." ,

I have difficulty in working with draW-
ings and diagrams' or with sizes shapes,
and arrangements.

1 My eyesight is poor.:
I 'cannot estimate such:-things as dis7-
tance, height, weight, or speed:

Level 4, "I rate myself in the bottom thirdlvt
not as low as the bottom ten percent of people
my age:"

My grades in art, gAmetry, sewing,
and mechanical drawing Mdstly.D's..
I 'cannot draW, paint, or sculpture very
well.
I can use aneedle and thread to sew on
buttons, hooks, patches, etc..,
I 'enjoy arranging things so that they
ilook nice.



APTITUDE P: FORM PERCEPTION

Form Perception is to notice detail in
pictorial or graphic material and to- make
visual comparisons. It also includes seeing
differentes in shapes' and figures or in the
width or length of lines.

CLUES _

Clues are related to each level of Aptitude
P, Form Perception. -

Level 5. "I rate myself .the lowest ten per-
cent of people my age."

I have difficulty in tecognizing diffeP-
ences or likenesses in sizes or shapes.

. My eyesight is. pion .

Level 4. "I rate myself in the bottom third but
not the bottom ten percent of people my age."

: My grades in art, science;, shorthand,
and mechanical drawing are mostly D's.

. I seldom work puzzles because
I find them difficult.
I- have no difficulty in sorting nuts,
bolts, Screws, and similar items aCcord-
ing to sik and shape. '

I can iron clothing neatly.
I can tell when .fruits and vegetables'
are ready, for pieking..
I seldom paint ', or dd other art work
because I dO not like the way the result

. of my work lookS; . .

I -can repair and!. glue furniture' patts,
picture frames, and wooden. objects.

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, or in
the middlfs third: of people my'. age."

My grades in art, Science, shorthand,
iand mechanicil drawing are mostly C's.
I can use a camera tO take' attractive'
pholwraphs.
I can usually solve jigsaw puzzles.

I usually notice when pictures, mirrors,
or other objects are slightly crooked.
I can use aj sewing machine and follow
a pattern.
I can plant: 4a d prepare a meal for a
family of fikir five.
I can identify car by make, 'model, and
year..
I do average or better than average
work in the school band, orchestra, or
chorus.
I can identify ,trees from their shape,
leaves, and bark.

Level 2. "I rate myself in the top third but not
the top ten percent bf people my age."

My grades in art, science, shorthand,
and mechanical drawing are mostly B's.
I have Won recognition or awards in
photography.
I can develop, print, and enlarge my'
own Photographs. .

I. can usually solve difficult jigsaw
puzzles.
I design clothing, furniture, toys, or
models well.
I can print or 'do other art work well.
I can recd" fairly difficult music.

Levet 1. ate Myself in the -top ten percent
of people my age."

My grades in . art, science, shorthand, .
and mechanical, draWing are mostly-A's.
I can quickly. see small differences in
the shape or size of similar _objects
even when most people cannot.
I can use' a microscope to study the
important details of biological sped-
mens.
I can solve difficult jigsaw puzzles very
well.
I have won recognition or .awards for
original designs, such as clothing, fur;
niture, or art work.

N



CLERICA.I. PERCEPTION

Clerical Perception is to observe differ-
ences in printed or written copy, proof.-

read words and numbersit nd avoid care-
less numerical errors. It ialso to check
Aluickly, correctly, and at a glance
whether objects are properly made or
tasks' correctly done. Examples may in-.
elude the following tasks.

Make".sure that a sewing ,machine is
properly threaded.
Inspect an item for flaws.
Check whether assembled parts fit
well together.

CLUES
Clues are related to each level of Aptitude

Q, Clerical perception.

Observing details and recognizing errors
hi numbers, spelling, and punctuation in
written materials, charts, and tables.
Avoiding errors when copying materials.

I can file mgterials according- to the
'alphabet or some other system.
I can follow written instructions to
knit, crochet, weave, .sew, cook a meal,
or bake cookies.
I can, read diagrains and follow most
instructions for assembling a model or
a piece of equipM9it.
When I play games that require a fast
and accurate use of 'words. and num-
bers, I am an average player.
When I make mistakes in arithmetic
and spelling, I . usually notice them
when I check my work.

Level 2. "I.rate myself in the top third but not
the top ten percent of people my age."

. My grades in business subjects, Eng-
lish, and mathematics are mostly B's.
I can copy records and reports quickly
and correc handtly by han or with a type-
writer.

io I have-done a good job as the club's
secretar-y, or treasurer, Or as the athle-
tic team' manager.
I can use the card file to locate mate-
rials in'' the library quickly and cor-
rectly.
As a' newspaper carrier or cashier in
a grocery store, I have kept reCords or
handled money well.
I can read and follow cooking or sew-
ing instructions easily. °

Level 5. "1 rate myself in the lowest ten lie
mitt of people my age."

School subjects which require figuring
or close attention to detail are difficult
for me.
I have difficulty in finding misspelled
wordS onsz-Ipage.
It is difficult for me to look over a col-
umn of numbers and find any that are
incorrect.

Level 4. "I rate myself in the bottom third but
not the bottom ten, percent of people my age.P

I can usually follow recipes for cooking
or baking.
It is difficult for me to follow detailed
instructions 'or keep accurate records.
I make a lot of careless mistakes in
spelling and arithmetic.

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, or in
the middle third of people my age." 4

My grades in business subjects, Eng-°.

lish, and mathematics are mostly ,C's.

I seldom make errors in spelling, punc-
_ tuation, or simple arithnietic. I quickly

notice these kinds-afterrorswhen others'
make them.

Level 1. "I rate myself in the top ten percent
of people my age."

My grades in business subjects, Eng-
lish, and mathematics are mostly A's.
When I play games that require a fast
and accurate use of numbers, I- am an
excellent player.
I excel in hobbies which require follow- .
ing detailed instructions or diagrams.



APTITUDE MOTOR COORDINATION,

crying the eyes and hands or *fingers:
together to perfprm a task rapidly and
correctly.

My grades on shop projects are mostly
D's.
I can do physical work if it does not
require, precise movements.

IL I am not active in varsity sports or
usually do not make' the first team.
I have had part-time. jobs such as

--washing cars, raking leaves, or- doing
general cleaning, and performed well..

Motor Coordination means making the
eyes and hands or fingers work together
to" perform; for example, the following
tasks. .

Guide cibjects into positiori.
Sort or assemble parts.,
Operate a typewriter or 'other office
machine.. .

Performt surgery or dental work in a
rapid and accurate manner.
Make accurate, movements rapidly in
response to a signal or an observation.

CLUES
Clues are related to each level of. Aptitude

K, Motoi. Coordination.
.Level 5. "I rate myself in.the lowest ten per-
cent of people my age."

cannot perform tasks that require
fast and accurate use of my eyes, fin-
gers, and hands.

si A. physical handicap prevents me from
doing: rapid or 'accurate handw6rk or
other movements.

Level 4. "I rate myself in the bottom third but
not as low as the bottom ten percent of people
my age."

My grades in typing, shorthand, phys-
ical education, industrial arts, or home.
economics are mostly ,D's.

.4evelh 3. "I rate myself about average, or in
the middle third of people my age."

My grades in typing, sifOrthand, phys-
ical education, industrial arts., or. home
economics. are mostly C's.
My glades on shop projects are mostly
C's.
I am active in' varsity sports and
average player.
I have had part-time jobs such as de-
livering' papers, taking care of lawns,
or_working at a drive4n,anci_pedormed._
well.

an

Level 2. "I rate myself in the top third but not
the top ten percent (5f people my age."

My grades in typing, shorthand, phys-
ical education, industrial arts, or, home
economics are mostly B's.

S. My grades on shop projects are mostly
Brs.
I am a good ping-pong, golf, swimming,
basketball, softball, or volleyball player.
I can paint, sew, assemble models, knit,
work fine metal or, wood, play a musical
instrument, or twirl a baton quite well.
I have had part-time jobs as a typist,
cashier, playground or assembly work-
er, and performed well.

Level 1. "1 rate myself in the top ten percent
of people. my age." .

My grades in typing, shorthand, phys-
ical education, industrial arts, or home
economics are mostly. A's.
My grades on shop projects are mostly
A's. (
I excel in one or more sports such as
ping-pong, golf, swimming, basketball,
softball, or volleyball. .

I excel in dancing, baton twirling,`paint-
ing, playing a musical instrument, or
target shooting.



Finger Dexterity means using the fin-
gers-to perform, for example, the -follow-
ing tasks.

Surgery and dental work.
Typing and taking shorthand.
Playing a musical instrument.
Doing fine work with hand tools.

CLUES
Clues are related to each level of Aptitude

F, Finger Dexterity.
Level "I rate myself in the lowest ten per-
cent of people my age."

I cannot perform tasks which require'
small, detailed work with my fingers
quickly' and correctly.
I have a physical handicap which pre-

.
vents me from doing fine work with my
fingers.

Level 4. "I rate myself m the bottom third but
not as low as the bottom ten Percent of people
my age." '

My grades in 'typing, shorthand, indus-
trial arts, or home 'economics are most-
ly D's.
I can mend my clothes or adjust hemi.

can refinish furniture, pick berries,
peel fruits, or prepare vegetables for
cooking.

..

1 cannot do very fine work with my
fingers very well.

Level 3. "1 rate myself about average, or in
the middle third of people my age."

My grades in typing, shorthand; indus-
trial arts, or home economics are most-
lY C's. . ,

I help: make some of my clothes. -
.I can build models, crochet, carve
wood, assemble or - repair -electronic .

equipment fairly well. :
.I can -repair brojcen extension cords, .
leaky faucets, or broken' toys.

Level 2. "I rate myself, in the top third but not
the top ten percent Of peoPle my age."

My- grade in typing, shorthand, Indus-.
..trial arts, o honie economics
ly. B's.
I play in the ch.00l band' or orchestra.

. I make many of my. own. clothes. ,i,.
I can build . models; crochet, "carve
wood, assemble or : repair electronic
equipment, or sculpture -quite well.

Level i_.. "I rate myself in 'the top,ten. percent
of people my age." :.

My grades in typing, shorthand, iricitis=
trial arts, or home economics are\most-
1St A's.
.1 have received awards or recognition
as an instrumental musician.

. I. can build models; sew, carve wciOd,
assemble or repair electronic equip-.
ment, . or sculpture expertly.

7



APTITUDE. M: MANUAL DEXTERITY

e hands with = ease and skill.
Working with the hands in placing 'and
turning motions.

Manual Dexterity means using, the hands
to. perform, for example, the following
tasks.

Directing a band or orchestra.
Designing displays or exhibits.
Building models.
Working as a juggler or acrobat.
Making furniture.
Operating office equipment.
GrComing pets.

CLUES
Clues are related to each level. of Aptitude

M, Manual Dexterity(
Level 5. "I rate myself in the lowest ten pet-
cent of people my..age." r

I cannot perform tasks which require
the use of one or both of my hands
quickly and correctly.
I have a physical handicap which pre-
vents me 'from working rapidly and
correctly with my hands.

Level 4. "I rate myself in the Bottom third.but;
not as low as the bottom ten percent of people
my age."

My grades inphysical education, home
economics, _industrial arts, or instru-
mental music are mostly D's.
I' can use a hammer or pliers to make
simple repairs. I can also use a paint
brush or roller to paint. a room.
I can wash windows and polish furni-
ture, well.
I am not a very good volleyball, basket-

.' bail, tennis, or baseball player.

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, or in
the middle third of people my

-My grades in physical education, home
economics, industrial arts, or instru-
mental music are mostly B's and C's.
I do odd jobs around the house, such as
repairing extension cords or decorating
and arranging tny own, room.
I can trim shrubbery, plant a garden,
or use a power mower quite well.
I am an active and average
basketball, tennis, or baseball player.

Level 2: "I rate myself in the top third but not
the top ten percent of people my age."

My grades in physical education, home
economics, industrial 'arts, or, instru-
mental music are. mostly A's and Hs.
I make many of my own clothes.
I play an. instrument in the school band
or orchestra.
I do magic tricks or puppetry well
enough to' entertain an audience.
I perform well in 'activities .such as
juggling, judo, or gymnastids.
I can use hand tools such as saws,
screwdrivex*, or paint brushes quite
well.
I am a good volleyball, basketball, or
tennis player.

.

Level I. "I rate myself in the. top 'ten percent
of people my age." "

My grades in .physical education, home
economics, industrial arts,' or instru-

.

mental Music are nrstly A's.
I can plays one or xnore musical instru-
ments very well
I have won recognition.or awards in
painting, carving, sculpturing; or indus-
trial arts.
I excel in. subh.sports as volleyball,
basketball, or tennis.



APTITUDE E: EYE-HAND-FOOT COORDINATION

Eye - Hand.- Foot Coordination means
moving the hands and. feet tog6ther in
response to a visual signal indicating the
need to react. It includes such tasks as

.\piloting a plane, driving a car or tractor,
or operating a duplicating machine.

CLUES
Clues are 'related to each level of Aptitude

E, Eye-Hand-Foot Coordination.
Level 5. "I 'rate myself in the lowest ten per-
cent of people my age." .

I hamticulty in sports which require
running, jumping, or throwing and hit-
ting a ball quickly or correctly.
I have a physical handicap which- pre-'
vents Jne from moving my eyes, hands,
and feet together.

Level 4. "I rate thyself in the bottom third but
not as low as the bottom ten percent of people
my age." .

My grades in phy sical education are
mostly. D's.
It would be very hard for me to play
an instrument and do marching forma-

. tions .at the same time.
I am not active in basketball, volley-

- ball, tennis, 'or similar sports because
I am not very good in them.
I can mow the lawn, take care of the

.garden, bathe the. dog, or do general
'housework.

Moving the hands and feet togethqr in
reslionse to visual signals or observation&

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, or in
the middle third of. people. my age."

My grades 'in physical education are
mostly B's and C's.
I am in the marching band.
I can ride a bicycle or operate a riding
mower easily.
I am an average tennis, volleyball, or
basketball player.
I can drive a car with a stick shift.

Level 2. "I rate myself in the top third but not
the top ten percent of people my ae."

1Ty.,grades` in physical education are
mostly A'S and B's.
I can twirl -a baton, ice-skate, ride a
bicycle, or perform, gymnastict quite

si well.
I am a good 'tennis, volleyball; or
bask tball player.
Iha e .had dancing lessons and per-
forme well in dance recitals.

Level 1:4'1 rate myself, in the top ten percent
o`3' r-people my age.",

My grades in physical eduokion are
mostly A's.

(4! I have ''perforined 'as a solo ballet
dancer. I have also had advanced train-
ing in other forms of dance.
r have won awards or re6ognition as a
gymnast.

. I can pla difficult music on the organ.
I have on awards or special redog-
nition fo baton twirling.



APTITUDE C: COLOR DISCRIMINATION

.4grk
Seeing likenesses or differences 'in colors

or shades. Identifying or matching certain
colors, Seleling colors which go well to-
gether.

Color DiscriminatiOn is to recogniie har-
monious, contrasting, or specific colors and
shades in order` to perform, for example,
the following tasks.

Art work or decorating.
Analyzing chemicals, metals, or
animal tissues.
Mixing paints.

CLUES
ellies are related to each level of Aptitude

C, Color Discrimination.
Level 5. "1 rate myself in the lowest ten per-
cent of People my age.',' ,

I cannot . select eolors` that people say
go well together.
I prefer to buy clothes with someone's
help to Make sure that the colors go
well together.
I am color blind.

Leye,l 4. "I rate myself in the bottom third but
not low as the bottom ten percent of people
my' ake."

My grades in art are mostly C's and
..D's.
I have never taken, art as an elective
subject.
When I plan my. wardrobe, I usually
need someone's help to make . -sure
colors go well together.

I can see the difference between red
and green traffic lights. However, it is
difficult for me to.. see differences in
.colors which are notr;so. bright and clear.

Level 3. "I rate myself about average, or in
the middle third of people my age."

My Agrades in' art are mostly B's and
C's.1 ,

I take quite good pictures with. -my.
camera: I can recognize colors that- are
not sharp or clear.
I. plan my clothes so colors go well
together...
I have helped -design scenery for a play.

Level 2. "I rate myself in the top third but not'
in. the top .ten percent, of people, my age."

My grades in art are mostly A's and
B's.
I have designed some of my clothes.
I am ,,often, asked to make posters for
school :activities or other events..
I hive selected the, colors and the
fabrics to decorate. my own roorn or
other rooms in the house.

, ,I can almost always recognize fine,
.differences in 'color tones or shade's.

Level "I rate myself in the lop ten percent
of people 'my age!'

My grades 'in art are mostly. Arg:'
I have Won. awards or recognition for
painting or have- s'old some of my art
work. .

I design my own clothes.
I can easily tell differences between
very similar tints and shadings of color.



Aptitude orker Trait. Group, Index

a.

.-The following index 'shows the general relation, of the 'Worker Trait Groups and the eleven
aptitudes defined by ,the, Department of Labor. The key aptitudes and leVels of those aptitudes
associated with average satisfactory performance *are given for each Worker Trait Group.
They indicate the aptitude you would need in order to learn the knowledge and skills of the
occupations' in eft group. When a level number, such as a 2, or range, such as 2-3, appears
across from a Worker Trait Group,.most occupations in that group are rated for that aptitude
and level.

Most Worker Trait '.Groups have a combination. of different aptitudes, often at different
levers. The..levels in this index represent the key aptitudes and levels associated with the group
as a Whole. The relation of these aptitudes to specific occupations with each WTG 'Varies. to
some degree. As yisu explore specific occupations, you may find more information on the apti
tudes used iri that work.

To use the indeX, place your completed Self - Estimate Record below the first Worker Trait
Group which interests you Your aptitude estimates will appear directly below the aptitude
levels given for the group.



APTITUDES 111DR

'WORKER. TRAIT GROUP KEY APTITUDES BY LEVEL
i

Title
.... ,

0 1 'Literary Arts 1-2

_
.1-2 .

0 .02 Visual Arts 2.3 . 2 2 2.3 1-2.3 2-3. 2

01,03 Performing Ai* Drama' 2 4

1

01,04 Performing Arts:, Music 1-2-3 1-23., - 2-3 2.3' 2 2

N

2 1-2

01,05 Perfbrming Arts: Dance. 2.a't 2.3 d 2-3 1.2

.01,66 Technical Arts 2-3 2-3 3
.

2-3 3 . 3

01,07 Amusement 3

01.08 Modeling 3.4 3-4 34
.,

.

02,01 Physical Sciences 1-2 2 3 3 .,
3.

02,02 Life. Sciences

-7\
1-2 1-2 1-2-3 1-2-3 2-3

Medical Sciences .1.-2 .1-2. 1-2 02,031-2 2-3 ., 1-2
L .

02,04 Laboratory Technology 2.3 2.3 3 2.3 3-4 i,: .

03,01 Managerial Work: Nature 2.3 3 3 34 3.4

03102 General Supervision: Nature 3 3 .

03,0.3 Jimal Training and Care 3-4 3.4 3.4 3-4 3.4: 3 3.4

03,04 Elementary Work: Nature
.

3.4 , 3-4

64,01 Safety, and Law Enforcement 2.3 2.3 3.4 3 °

04.02 Skurity Services 3 3.4 4 3-4 34
,

05.01 Engineering ,. .1 -2 1-2 1-2 2 2.3

05,02 Managerial Work:

Mechanical

2 2 2-3. 2-3 .3 . 3
.

05.03 Engineering Technology 2.3 2-3. 2. 2.3 . 3 2.3 2.3

05.04 Air and Water Vehicle

Operation
2 2-3 2.3 2 2.3 ,-- 3 3.4 3 3

_.
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APTITUDES' INDEX

'WORKER TRAIT GROUP KEY APTITUDES BY LEVEL
,

No Title P .. 07 K F ,

05.05. Craft Technology, P f 3 2.3 . 2-3 '3 3 2-3

05.06 Systems Operation 3 3 3 3-4 3.4 3-4 3-4.

05.07 Quality Control 34
,\. .

. 3.4

05,08 Land Vehicle Operation,
_

05.09

.

I(aterials Control 3 3 3 3.4

05.10 Skilled Hand and Machine

Work

. 44 3 3 33 .4 3

05.11 Equipment Operation . 3 34

05.12 Elemental Work: Mechanical 34 3.4 3.4 3
, .

06.01 Production Technology 3 ` 3 3 3 3 3

.'06.02 Production Work', 3 34 3.4 3 3-4 3-4

06.03 Prodivtion Cdhtrol 3 34 3 3.4 34 3

06.04 Elemental Work: Industrial 4 3 -4. 34 34 3.

07.01 Administrative Derail '2 -3 .2-3 2-3

..- . ,

07.02 Y Mathematical Detail 2.3 .

.._
.

07.03 Financial Detail 3

.
34 .

07.04 Information Processing -
Speaking

3 3 34 2-3 3 -4' .

07.05 Information Prtleessing --:-

Records

3 3 3.4

..._

2-3 3.4

. y

,

07.06 Clerical Machine Operation
,

2-3 2-3 30

07.07 . Clerical Handgng 3-4 34 .

,.

3.4 34
.

08.01 Sales Technology 2.3 2.3 .

08.02 , General Sales .

08.03 Vending 34 3-4 34



APTITUDES INDEX

WORKER TRAIT GROUP KEY APTITUDES 'BY LEVEL
0

No. Title .

09:01. Hospitality Services 34
,

.

09.02 ,4arbering and Beauty

Services

,
2-3

.

09.03 Passenger Service 3-4 3 3 , 3

_

09.04 'Customer Services 3-4 -3=4 3-4 3-4 3-4 4 34

09.05 Attendant Services 3=4 3.4 .

:e*
.

10.01 Social Services 1.2 1.2 3

,

.

10.02 Nursing and Therapy

Services
,

2 2-3

.

2.3

.

3 3 3-4 3-4

.

3.4

111.03 Child and Adult Care 3 3.4 3.4 3-4
,-

11.01., Mathematics and Statistics 1.2 1 -2' . 1-2 2 2

11.02 Educational and Library

Services

1.2 . 1-2 2-.3,

11.03 Social Research 1-2 1.2 2-3 2.4

11.04 Law 1.2 1 ,1 -3' ..

11.05 Business. Administration 2.3
,

11.06 Finance .
.

2-3

11.07 Services Administration ( 2

11,08 Comm'unications 1.2 1, . 3 3

11.09 'Promotion 2-3 3.4

11.10 Regulations Enforcement 2-3 2-3 3.4 3.4
.

, 11.11 Business Management 2.3 3 3.4 3

. _.

11.12 contracts and Claims 2 > z 3 3 .

-AI A ,

12.01 Sports 1" 34 3-4
''--1

3.4 34 '2 2 2 , 1

12.02 Physical Feats (-) ., .. 2 3 2.'3 2.3 2.3 . 1-2

7'



Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck Instructions
1(

The Worker Trait Group Keysort Deck* is used to help you identify groups of occupations
related to your interests, abilities, and other personal characteristics. You can sort the cards on
the basis of these personal characteristics. The Keysort Deck contains 66 cards,. one for each
Worker Trait Group (WTG). Printed on the card is the Area/Worker Trait Group number,
title, a brief description of the group, and a listing of occupational subgroup exampleS.

Area TG number

Brief descriptive
paragraph.

Squared corner

. I

irO.

KEYSORT CARD ILLUSTRATION

--Sorting Factors
Work Activitios
kNork Situations
Physical Demands
GED,
Preparation

s\el 111
.! 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 '8 9

WORK ACTIVITIES

WORKER TRAIT,
GROUP NUMBER

.15

Holes and notchod holes 'around
the border for the sorting factors

Deck Identification code

II IN II ft
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9' 10

WORK SITUATIONS

LITERARY ARTS

BCC) E

II 1111(1111145 1111 141111. 111111111111 111j11111, (..y11(1111 11111.111)1 11(111(1 111111111H

1111 1 )1111.11111/ i.),(111 11(11 11111111" 1111111111 yll(111/11 11111311110 y11,1111(1 yl1U ehe

.11111 tur\ rudln n11nl1ho )117..,i1.051 .1101 .111(3 tidlul

DECK

WWII ullu.dl(1 }alit 111.11111 111(11/1.111111 1111(11111 y1101111 1111(11((11(11111 1111111111(

11111 y1111 111111 (5111111 11(11 (111111/ 01101111. C y.11(11111 111111111111 111(11110 y1111 0110

(11.111(1 (111(11 It '1101111 .11111/1111%0 ylle (IIIIIIIIIIC11111.1, 01131 II

4111110 111111111111 111111 Ii111,11 UnIe1111111 1.1111111l1 0111 llo (1110.011;m 1101 clIthe ell

1114 ).1 II 1 I 5 110 111111(11

C1111111 .1111 1.1 111(yuuNl

SE DE Et ZE 1E 14 6Z SZ LZ 9Z SZ EZ ZZ OZ 61 91 11 91 SI tl loZ1 11 01 6 8 L_9 S b E Z .1

iss.

Worker Traito Group title.
isr w

m
m

al

Examples Of

occupational subgroups

/

Selected fdctors used to locate career information through Worker Trait Groups are printed
around the edges of the card. The card's edges, also have a series of numbered holes which
represent the different partS of the factors. Each' of these factors has a specific relationship to
the Worker Trait Groups. This relationship, is shown by a notch or punch in the appropriate
numbered hole. The following example shows how one factor the types of. Work Activities

relates to the Worker Trait Group "Laterary Arts.Y'

* Developed by Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc. and published by McKnight Publishing
Company.
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././11

01 01

Notches show the factor's specific relationship to WTG

4
0- illiPse II

1 2 3 4 5 6 *1 '8 9 10
1111PIie

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 S 10

WORKER TRAIT
GROUP NUMBER

WORK ACTIVITIES WORK SITUATIONS

LITERARY ARTS
110 111100110. 01001 1101;111/10 .0110110 c.y10.110 0100 .00110 011001

Jul y110 0110 01001 1101 .011101 0110110 0.0110 0110011.01 )11011H; 10

Note that holes 5, 6, and 8 have been notched. This means that these three types of Work
ACtivitips are related to this Worker Trait Group. These three types of Work Activities have

"the following titles: .

5 Activities Resulting in Recognition or Appreciation from Others.
6 Activities ;Involving the Communication of Ideas and Information.
8 Activities Involving Creative Thinking.

To identify the Worker Trait Groups reldted to a particular part of a factor, a special
. needle is used to sort the deck of cards. For example, to sort the deck for Work Activity No.

8, Creative Thinking,' the sorting needle would be inserted in the hole No. (8 of the Work Activ-
ities section:

MPLE

9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 1 .A8CUE
TIES WORK SITUATIONS DECK

34

N

LITERARY ARTS
0.11011.0 It 111101. 11011111,0 0110110 cy0.0110 111100)C 0011f1 111101110

y110 01,0 01001 1101 I iltlln 0110110 t)101110 1111;011m )1.101110 )10 1111

01111,0 . 111,1 111.1{, 110110 11110td.0 pll0 01,0u II01 clItlic t,110111(111110. co1101

00110 nlhwlu y1111 0111111 111111(1111111.1 011011. (y110111 1 11111 11C y( 111 1111i 111101111C

1h0 / y111 1 0101 1111 111 111 (111111 .11.110 Cy110110 1111011110 y11111111 1 y1111 11111 1

01111 1 011111 110 111,111 1 .1111,1111C1 1111 1 011011 1101 chili,, 01101111c11110 0101 11

0011..11..10 ylf0 1.1,00 1101(1111w 0110110 cvm;110 oboo 1101 Ctlillo 011

I 01101

.0111 11111 111111 y1111 01.0 111 111 II(

1111 y110 111111 1111011

C1111111 01101 111C y110110

/1Tff: Zs It at 6Z 11Z SZ bZ SZ ZZ IL OZ II L11'91 91 El El 21 II 01 88E9911EL 1i
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. The Keysort cards having the hOle of Work Activity No. .8 punched will fall from the
deck. These cards represent the Worker. Trait Groups involving Creative' ThinkrTig. The Key-

4- sort Deck may be sorted to identify Worker Trait Groups related to each factor part or may
be sorted to ccienbine several parts. The'follOwirig steps desCribe how to sort the deck.

Step 1.. Line up the deck with all cards face up and squared
corners together at the .left. Any card not in the deck correctly
will have a rounded edge sticking up among the squared corners.
Check the Deck code holes. All of the cards should have the same
hole(s) punched. Any not punched the same as the others is in
the wrong deck. Remove the card(s)'

Step 2. On the border of .the cards, locate the factor for which
you will sort. Turn the deck, if necessary, so that this factor is
on top. "Jog" or strike the'ends of, the deck against a flat surface
to get them even and the holes lined up,

Step 3. On the front card, locate the factor number or letter. Keep
a steady hold on the cards with one hand. Insert the sorting
needle with the other hand. For example, if the factor part you
sort on is Work Activity No. 8, insert the needle in the hole
numbered 8.

'Step 4. After the needle is inserted in the hole, relax your hold
on the cards, but continue to support them. Lift up and gently
shake the needle. As you lift and shake the needle, cards which
have the factor nu?nber you sorted will slide down and out of
the deck. You can guide these cards with your hand as they start
to fall.

Step 5. Place the cards which fall from the deck into a stack,
face up. These cards' represent Worker Trait Groups related to the,
factor part 'for which you sorted. Check the cards which remain
on the needle. Be sure all of the loose cards have come out of
the deck.

Step 6. Remove. the remaining cards from the needle and place
them face down in a separate stack. Be sure to keep this stack
separate from those that fell 'out of the deck.

e

You should have two stacks of cards when you finish sorting the deck. The "face up" stack
should contain the' cards that dropped out of the deck. The other stack "face down" should con-
tain the, cards that stayed on the needle. The "face up" stack represents the Worker Trait
Groups.rOlated to the factor on which you sorted.

Read:the titles and brief paragraph descriptions of all the cards in your "face up" deck. To
explore any or all. of these Worker Trait Groups in more detail, use the Worker Trait Group
number in the, upper, lefthand corner. This number is keyed to the Career Information System
materials. Full desciiktions of the Worker Trait Groups are located in the Worker Trait Group
Guide. Other occupational information is filed and indexed by the Worker Trait Group number.
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SORTING INSTRUCTIONS

WORK ACTIVITIES

. The deck is designed to help you identify Worker Trait Groups related to your preferred
Work Activities. As a result, before using the deck, you should have colleted the following

,.activities to help you identify your preferences. 0

Viewing the filmstrip "Work Activities" ,Work Activities Checklist, Part I or Individ-
Ualized Activities for Career Exploration, Activity H)
Reviewing the Work Activity descriptions (Career Information System Guide)
CoMpleting.the Work Activities Checklist (Work Actiiities Checklist, Part U or Individ-
ualized Activities for Career Exploration, Activity H) .

There are three types of sorting methods you can use to identify Worker Trait Groups
related to your preferred Work Activities. Ad, you follow the instructions for the three meth-
ods, use the order of preference in which you ranked the types of Work Activities in the
checklist. ,

A, The "Or" Sorting Method. This method is used to identify Worker Trait Groupg related,
to the, ype of Work Activity you rated as your first, or second, or'third choice. This will iden-
tify theWorker. Trait Groups related to at least one of your first three choices.

B. The "And" Sorting Method. This method is used to identify Worker Trait Grouim
related to all three of your first three choices.

C. The "Negative" Sorting Method. This method is used.tb identify Work^e'r Trait Groups
that are related to the Work Activities you dislike. . ' ..

The three sorting methods can be used independently or in sequence. They may also be
combined. ,

"Or" Sorting Method: Specific Instrgctions
1. Locate the Work Activity number on which you want to sort:
2. Insert the needle through the numbered hole for your first choice. The cards which fall from

the deck should be placed "fate up." This is your ."keep stack." . ..
3. Insert the needle 'through the numbered hole for your second. choice.. The cards whiCh fall

from the deck should be placed face up on top of your "keep stack."
4. Repeat this procedure for your third choice. The cards that remain on the needle after your

third choice sort should be placed "face downs " This is .your discard stack.
5. Read the titles and brief .descriptions of the cards in your "keep stack:" V'op,.can discard

any that do not interest you. For more detailed exploration of any groups, you may read
their expanded descriptions in the Worker Trait Group. Guide.*

If (;iti now wish to fbllow the "Ana" Sorting Method, just use the cards in. your "keep
stack."

"And" Sorting Method: Specific Instructions ., . . .

1. Locate your first choice Wok Activity number and insert the needle through the numbered
hole. The cards Which fall froTh the deck should be placed "face up." This is your "keep
stack." The cards that stay on the needle should be placed "face down." This is. your "dis-
card stack."

2. Sort the "keep stack" of cards again by inserting the needle into e. hole numbered for
your second choice. Keep the cards that fall from the deck. The ca ds that stay on the
needle were, related to your first choice. but not your second choice. You should review what
Worker Trait Groups you are eliMinatini before placing them "face d wn" on Your "dis -
card stack." If you are really interested in a particular Worker Tra' roup and you do.not
want to discard it, you can keeP it in your "keeP stack." Just remember that it was not

x .
related to your second choice.

* Developed by Appalachia Educational 'Laboratory, Inc. and published by MCKnight Publishing
Company.' .
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3. The cards. in YOur :!'keep stack" now represent Worker Trait Groups related to 'both your
first and second choices: Review the Worker Trait Group titles.

4. Sort the "keep 'stack" using the hole numbered for your third choke. The Cards that fall.
from the needle relate to your first and second and third yhoice., 'Use the procedUres in
Steps 2 sand 3 to review the cards remaining on the needle. (You may not have had any
cards remaining', after the third sort.) .

5. Now the "keep stack" represents those' Worker Trait. Groups that relate to all three of your
chokes: Review the Worker Trait Group. titles and write' down the Worker Trait Group
numbers a these cards for further exploration.

b$1[ethod: Specific Instructions
r of the Work Activity you: dislike and insert the needle through the -num-
cardg that fall from the deck are related to your "dislike" choke and

'Negative?' Sorting
1. Locate the num

tiered' hole. The
should the discar

2. The cards that remain on the- needle may also be sorted for other "dislike" choices.
3. You may wish to sort for your 'dislike" choices on the' "keep stack" from an "Or" or

"And" Sorting Method.

The sorting methods may also be used to combine two different factors such as Work
Activities and Work Situations. TO sort on two factors, use the "keep stack" from the first
factor-to sort on the second factor.

WORK SITUATIONS
,

The deck is designed to help yOu identify Trait Groups related to your preferred
Work -Situations. As a result, before you use the dee , you should have completed the follow-
ing activities help you identify your preferen

Viewing4 filmstrip "Work Situations" (Work Situations Checklist, Part..1...orandivid-
ualized Activities for Career Exploration, Activity I)
Reviewing the' Work Situation descriptions (Career Information System Guide)
Cpmpleting the Work Situations Checklist (Work Situations Checklist, Part II or Individ-

.ualized Activities 'for Career Exploration, Activity. I)

There are three types of sorting methods you can use to identify Worker Trait Groups
related to your preferred Work Activities. As you follow the instructions for the three meth-
ods, use, the order of preference in which you ranked ,the types .of Work Activities- in the
checklist.

A. The "Or" Sorting Method. This 'method is used to identilky Worker Trait Groups related
to the type of Work Activity you rated as your first, or second', or third choice. This Will iden-
tify the. Worker Trait Groups related to at least ot'S your first, three choices. r-

B. The "And" Sorting Method. This method is. used to identify Worker Trait Groups
relatefi to all three of your first three choices.

C. The 'Negative" Sorting Method. This method is used to, identify Worker Trait Groups
that are related' to the Work Activities you dislike.

.

The three sorting methods can be used independently or in sequeicyThey may also be
combined. -

. r) . ,

"Or" Sorting Method: Specific Instructions .
1.. Locate. the Work Situation number on which you want to sort.
2. Insert the needle' through the numbered hole for ybur first choice. The cards which fall from.

the .deck should be: placed "face up." This is your "keep stack."
3. Insert the needle through the numbered hole for your second choice. The cards which fall

from the deck should be placed "face up" on top of your "keep stack."
4: Repeat this procedure for your third choice. The cards that remain on ,the needle 'after your

third choice sort should 'be placed "face down." This is your discard stack.
.Read the titles and brief descriptions of t'he cards in your "keep stack." You can discard
any that do not interest you For more detailed. exploration of any groups, you may read
their expanded descriptions in the 'Worker Trait Group Guide.

- .
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If you now wish 'to follow the "And" Sorting Method, lint use the cards in your "keep
stack."

,
"And" .SOrting Method:, Specific Instructions . . .

1. Locate Our first choice Work' Situation number and insert, the needle through the nuM-
bered hole; The. cards which fall. from the deck should be placed "face up." This is .your
"keep stack." The cards that stay on: the needle should be placed -"face down." This is your
"discard stack." - ,

oft the "keep stack" . of cards "again by inserting the needle. into the hole .,riumVered for
your second ,choice.. Keep the 'cards that fall from the deck: The .cardsthat stay on the
eedle were related to your first choice but not your second choice. You should review what.
orker Trait Groups you. are eliminating before placip them "face down" on your "discard .

Mack." If you are 'really interested in a particular. Worker Trait Group and you do not want
to discard it, you 'can, keep it in your "keep Stack." Just remember that it was not related to
your second choice. .... .

.
.

3. The cards in. your "keep stack" now represent. Worker Trait Groups related. to both your
first and second choices. Review the Worker Trait Group titles.. ... .. ..

4. Sort the. "keep stack" .using the hole numbered for. your third -choice. The cards that fall
from the needle relate to your first and Second and third choice. Use the procedures in Steps
2 and 3 to review the cards remaining on the needle. (You may not have had 'any cards
remaining after the third sort.) . . .

5. NoW 'the "keep stack" 'represents . those Worker Trait Groups that relate to all three. Of yOur
choices. Review the Worker Trait Group titles and write crown the Worker Trait Group
numbers of these cards for further exploration..

"Negative" Sorting Method: Specific. Instructions
The Work Situations relate to adaptive skills. On the checklist, you id

ations yoU would like to avoid or to which, you felt it would be diffieult to
tive" Sorting. Method can help you identify Worker Trait Groups related t

pions.
Locate the number of the Work Situation you dislike and insert the
numbered hole. The card that fall from the deck are related to yo
should be discarded.

2. The cards that remain on the needle may also be sorted for othe
3. Yo nay wish to sort for your "dislike" choices on the "keep sta

soft on the cards remaining after an "Or" or "And" Sorting Method.
e sorting methods may also be used to combine two different fac o

Activities and Work Situations. To sort on two .factors, Use the "keep stack"
factor to sort on the second factor.

tided Work Situ-
adapt. "Nega-
.these Wor Situ-

eedle through the
like" choic and

disli
irorri

ces.
egative"

as Work
rom he first

PREPARATION

The Preparation Section of the deck is designed to help you identify Worker
related to your interests and preferences regarding education, training, and jo
all of the following questions. Then, select the questions which best relate to y
and follow the sorting procedures below these questions.

rait Groups
entry. Read ,

interests

1. What Worker Trait Groups include occupations for which a high school level vocational
program would be adequate preparation?

Sort the deck, using the "V" hole. The cards that drop will represent the Worker Trait
Groups for which a vocational. program would be a preparation route.
a. What kinds of jobs could I get immediately after completing a vocational. course?

Sort the cards that have fallen using the "E" hole..The cards that drop will identify
Worker .Trait Groups which include entry occupations for people who have completed
vocational programs.
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,.
b. II. I complete .a vocational program, what long-range occupational goals might I hope

to meet? .

Sort all of the cards which fell on the "V" sort using the "A " hole. The cards that
drop will identify Worker Trait Grotips which include occupations to which you might
advance as an experienced worker with 'vocational

2. What Worker Trait' GrOupa.include. oecupations for which a one- or two-year post high
school technical ,program would be adequate, preparation?

Sort the deck . using the '"T" hole. The cards that drop will represent Worker Trait
Groups for whiff a post high school technical program is required 'or is adequate.
a. What kinds of jobs could I get immediately after completing a technical program?

Sort the cards that have fallen using the "E" hole. The cards that drop will ident
Worker Trait Groups which include entry jobs for people who have completed tec
nical pfograms.

b.t. If I ceinplete a technical program, what occupational goals. might hope to
et? . ;

11.6i the cards which fell on the: '7" sort. using the "A" hole. The cards that.
'-7 drop ill identify Worker Trait Groups which include occupations. to which you might

thadvance. as an experienced work with technical training. . .

3. Wiiat Worker Trait Groups include occupations for which'a.four-year college degree would
6 .be required 'or adequate preparation? .

Sort the deck using the "C" hole. The cards that drop will represent Worker Trait
Groups, for which a four-year college degree is required or adequate.
a. What kinds of jobs could I get Immediately after receiving a baccalaureate degree?

Sort the cards that have lallen using the "E" hole. The cards that drop will identify
Worker Trail Groups which include entry jobs for ,people wh6 have completed four-
year college degree programs.

b. If I earn a four-year collegedegree, what long.range occupational goals might I hope
to meet?

Sort all of the cards which fell on the "C" sort using the "A" hole. The cards that
drop will identify Worker Trait Groups which include occupations to which you might
advance as an experienced .worker with technical training.

4. What Worker Trait Groups include occupations for which an advanced college degree
(master or doctoral degree) would be required or preferred?

Sort the deck using the "G" hole. The cards that dro -11 represent Worker Trait
Groups for which a graduate colldge program is required r preferred.

5. What Worker Trait Groups 'include occupations for whi -I might qUalify after I leave
school if I take no vocational or post high school programs .

Sort the deck using the "N" hole. Keep the cards that d p and sort _them' again using
the "E" hole. The cards that drop on this second sort. will entify Worker. Trait Groups
which include entry ,jobs for people- with no formal prev tion and training. However,
most employers prefer workers who have completed at least a high school education.

.6. If I go to work without completing a formal education or training program, what long-range
occupational goals might I hope to meet?

-Soft the complete deck using the "N" hole. Keep the Cards that drop and sort them
again using the "A" hole. The cards that drop. on this second sort will identify Worker Trait
Groups which include occupations to which you might adiiance as an experienced worker
with no formal preparation and training.

7. What Worker Trait. Groups include occupations that I might explore as potential for
part-time and summer employment?

Sort the deck using the "N" hole. Keep the cards that drop and sort Ahem again using
the "E" hole. The cards that drop on this second sort will identify Worker Trait Groups
which include entry jobs requiring no formal education or training. Many of these occupa-
tions provide temporary employment for people 'working on post high' school programs.
However, you should also explore lower level jobs related to the 'occupations for which you
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are preparing. Related work . experience is often helpful in gainfrig.:.emilloYment after you
complete 'your preparation.

.8. How can I combine my educational plans and my interests and other characteristics?
When you Complete any of the preceding sorts, ryth can use other factors . on the Key-

sort cards such as Work Activities or Work Situations to do a second sort on the cards that
dropped. The cards that drop on this second sort will identify Worker Trait Groups that
relate to yotir educational plans as well as your preferences for work activities, or other
factors. . .

The various education "-and training .programs .related to the Preparation Factor are
described in Appendix H of the Worker 'Trait Group Guide. You shOuld review this informa-
tion and understand the type of program related. to each. of the,code letters.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS
:-

Physical Demands are the physical requirements of an occupation and the physical capac-
ities a worker must have to perform the major tasks. You can use the Keysort cards to iden-
tify Worker Trait Groups with occupations that have specific. physical demands. This may be
important to you if you are interested in special types of physical activities or if you are
unable to perform certain types. This may be particularly important for individuals with
sight, hearing, or other types of physical

. First, read the Physical Demands descriptions in Appendix D of the Worker Trait Group
Guide. Then select the Physical Demands for Which you want to sort Worker Trait Groups.
Identify the code numbers or letters a the Physical Demands. Yciu will use these codes as you
follow the sorting procedures.
Sorting Procedures
I. To find Worker Trait Groups related to Physical Demands you might like to perform,

insert the Keysort needle in the hole coded for the one most" important to you. The cards
that fall from the deck represent Worker Trait Groups you may want to 'explore further.
If you are sorting on more than one Physical Demand, repeat this process with the entire
deck. You may want to examine some of these Worker-Trait Groups further.

:2. To .find Worker Trait Groups related to Physical Demands you may wish to avoid, sort the
deck using the codes for. those Physical DernandS. The cards that fall from the deck repre-
sent Worker Trait Groups you should examine carefully. Remember, all of the occupations
that belong to a Worker Trait, Group may not require each Physical Demand. As you
explore at the' occupational level, you should look for this requirement.

3. You may combine sorting on Physical. Demands with other factors. This procedure can help
you sort out Worker Trait Groups related to .Physical Derhands you wish to avoid as you
sort on other factors.

GENERAL EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (GED) .

General.Educational Development (GED) is the combination of knowledge and reasoning
ability related to successful job performance. .There are six' -GED levels 'ranging from one
(low) to 'siic (high). Each Worker Trait Group has been assigned one or more GED. levels. AA

Each of the GED levels may be considered in terms of interest and ability. Read the GEM_
statements found in Appendix G of the Worker Trait Group Guide. Note how they range .from
concrete. (low) to abstract (high) with different combinations in between. You may not now
have the knowlede and reasoning skills represented by some of the GED statements. How-
ever, you can plait` on obtaining them as you gain experience. You may learn these skills
through experience outside of school as well as in school or formal training programs.

You may use the following sorting methods to identify Worker Trait Groups related to'
GED levels.
Method A. This method. is designed to help you get an understanding of the Worker Trait
Groups related to each of the GED levels. TO do this start with the highest level. Insert the needle

1.
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through .G2D hole number 6. The cards that fall from the deck represakt the Worker Trait
,Groups needing this level. of _GED. Read the Worker Trdit Gr up titles. Then place these cards
"face down." gort the remaining cards for,level number 5 foll wing the same procedure. Con-
time this process fOr each level.
Metfiod B. This .method 'iS used to identify those Worker Trai Groups related to the highest
GED level you aspire to have To do this, use the GED 'number representing your highest
level of aspiration. Insert the needle through yotir selected. GED number. The cards that fail
from the deck represent Worker Trait groups niatcliing your GED level of aspiration. Read
these Worker Trait. GrOurititles. Se aside those cards representing yOur level of aspiration. Soft
the deck using GED level numbe higher than the number of: our GED level of aspiration.
The cards that fall from the deck f those numbers will represelt Worker Trait Groups above
your GED level of aspiration. The re ng 'cards that did not fall from the needle Apre-

, sent those below your GED level of aspiration. .

When sorting the Keysort Deck on other factors, such as Work Activities or Work Situ-
ations, you may also wish to do a combined sort with the GED number, representing your level
of aspiration. If you do this, you should use Method B.

The GED level descriptions tn Appendix G of the Worker Trait Group Guide e state-
merits that represent all Worker Trait Groups in 'general. You can read full descriptiOns of the
Worker Trait Groups in the Worker Trait Group Guide. A specific GED description is located
in the profile section of each Worker Trait Group. Thi4 descriptioxi outlines the specific
edge and reasoning ability related to that Group.

4
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